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1

I N T R O D U C T I O N
Everyone forgets. What, for instance, was the title of the last

dissertation you received unasked? Probably you do not know. That

may

be a case of forgetting. Let us suppose for a moment that you did indeed
read the title; then why did you forget? Before trying to answer this
question, we advise you to consult the brief review, we give in Chapter 2
of the general theories of forgetting. Then we bet you will come up with
the following answer: "Well, with all those titles you have to read these
days ...". With this answer you would please us, because you explain your
forgetting as a case of (proactive) interference. We would proceed to ask
you some more specific questions, in order to determine which theory of
Interference you have in mind; perhaps we could identify you as an
adherent of one of the theories of Interference, discussed in the remainder of Chapter 2. In that case you would have a frame of reference to
evaluate the experimental work reported in Chapter 3 - 5 .
This dissertation has Interference theory as its focus. The history
of Interference theory is interesting, because it reflects a slow but
clear emancipation from pure behaviorism towards what we call today an
information-processing approach. This study can perhaps serve to further
that development. If it can, it is because we have found evidence for
rather complicated retrieval processes in very simple (paired-associate)
learning tasks where stimulus-response analyses have seemed sufficient for
a long time. Because Interference theory can be regarded as one of the
more succesful accomplishments of the behavioristic approach, loosing this
tenet would have important theoretical implications.
The occasion to this study was the more or less incidental discovery
of a phenomenon which appeared to cause serious difficulties for existing
theories of Interference. In our first experiments on retroactive
interference (or retroactive inhibition) in paired-associate learning
tasks, it turned out that a well-known, theoretically important and
seemingly firmly established effect - the effect of response class
similarity - is dependent on the type of stimulus that was used. This led
to a theory about the memory processes involved in this experimental
situation: the Tuo-step

theory.

In this theory we assume that the effect of

response-class similarity only occurs when the subject follows a two-step
instead of a one-step retrieval plan. The following of a particular plan is
thought to be related to stimulus characteristics. TVo of such

-10characteristics are described in the ordtnality
constraint

hypothesis.

hypothesis

and the

We will compare the memory processes involved with a

library assistant who looks for a particular book on the basis of different
kinds of catalogue information. Our general assumption is that, if a first
search fails, he will look for additional information until he has reduced
the number of possible books to one. So far the contents of Chapter 3.
bxpenments testing the ordinalit> hypothesis and the constraint hypothesis
are described in Chapter 4 and Chapter S respectively. Chapter 6 contains a
general discussion.
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2
2.1

F O R G E I T I N G

AND

I N T b R F E R E N C E

THEORIES ΟΓ FORGETTING
This study falls under the heading of long term human forgetting. In

fact, forgetting as a psychological concept is somcvvhat outfashioned. It
disappeared as a separate category ("Retention and Forgetting") from the
Psychological Abstracts in 1906 and wab replaced by "Memory". This change
in terms reflected a profound reorientation in manory research during the
sixties. Tulving developed his crucial distinction between availability
and accessibility during these years. If a subject cannot reproduce a
learned item, it is not necessarily lost from memory; it may be still
there (available), while the subject cannot make contact with it

it is

inaccesible. The conditions of accessibility lie both within the learning
and the retrieval context (see for a recent formulation of this idea:
Tulving & Thomson, 1973). The search for these conditions has largely
replaced the question as to the cause of forgetting, so that the latter
topic has disappeared nearly completely from the scientific journals.
Nevertheless, even when learning and retrieval conditions are kept
constant as far as possible, memory performance can be made to vary
greatly, for instance as a function of the type of activity the subject
engages in between learning and testing or as a function of the length of
the retention interval. So the problem of forgetting remains to be solved.
Several proposals have been made in the past to explain why people
forget. The simplest explanation is formulated in the principle of disuse
(cf. Thomdike, 1914). Memory traces decay because they are no longer used.
This disuse leads to something like physiological atrophy of the traces.
This idea, also known as DECAY THEORY can have no more than limited value,
because it is easy to show that a retention interval filled with activity
gives much more forgetting than an interval filled with rest (McGeoch,
1932). This phenomenon originally was discovered by Miller & Pilzecker
(1900) who labelled it "Retroaktivc Hemmung". In Anglo-Saxon literature it
became known as Retroactive Inhibition or Retroactive Interference. This
type of laboratory-produced forgetting will be the subject of our
experimental investigations.
Returning to the decay theory, the possibility has to be admitted
that sane forgetting will be observed when there is no intervening
activity. This forgetting could then be explained by a decay theory. The
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difficulty however is to create such a state of complete nonactivity.
taring sleep for instance, there is dreaming activity, which can account
for the forgetting observed under this condition, there are even
indications of a positive relation between the amount of REM-sleep
(usually associated with dreaming) and forgetting (Yaroush, Sullivan &
bkstand, 1971, Barret & Ckstand, 1972). hith lower animais it seems
possible to create sudi a complete passive state. Minami & Dallenbach
(1946) for instance, studied forgetting of a learned avoidance reaction
with cockroaches, which they had brought into a state close to suspended
animation for 24 hours. Some forgetting was observed indeed. If such results
have any relevance for human subjects, decay theory may explain some part of
human forgetting. But, at any rate, the size of this part will be small.
The phenomenon of retroactive inhibition, or RI for short, was
explained by Muller & Pilzecker in the following way. Freshly formed traces
need some time to become set in the central nervous system, that is to
"consolidate". However, by the activity during the retention interval, this
consolidation is interfered with, so part of the learning material is not
permantly stored. This CONSOLIDATION THEORY is perhaps adequate for
explaining the phenomenon of retrograde amnesia that occurs, for instance,
after a cerebral shock (cf. McGaugh, 1966, but see also Miller & Springer,
1973). It should be realized however that it is a prion inadequate as a
general theory of forgetting because it does not explain forgetting which
takes place after

the traces are consolidated (the consolidation period is

assumed to last only a few minutes). Especially, it cannot account for
retioactive inhibition when the second task is given after the critical
consolidation period. Nor can it explain proactive inhibition (PI), where
retention of, for example, a list of words is negatively affected by the
previous learning of similar lists. A second serious shortcoming of the
theory is that it cannot account for the overwhelming influence of similarity on the amount of forgetting (cf. McGeoch & McDonald, 1931). The
consolidation theory implies that, instead of the degree of similarity, the
intensity of the interpolated activity is critical, there is, however, no
apparent support for this prediction (McGeoch, 1931).
Without any doubt, the most influential and most thoroughly investigated theory of forgetting is the ASSOCIATIVE INTERFERENCE THEORY. We have
focussed on this theory in our experimental investigations. Interference
theory has a clear behavionstic background. Traditionally, it regards the
association between a stimulus and a response as the basic unit of
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leaming. RI occurs when the original association is followed by an
interfering association. Similarity is a crucial variable in determining
the ajnount of RI, which is greatest when the same stimulus is associated
with different responses. Interference theory can also explain proactive
inhibition. Several proposals have been advanced concerning the exact
mechanisms of interference, as far as retroictive inhibition is concerned
they will be discussed m the next section. But apart from the
correctness of the theory uith respect to the explanation of RI and PI,
there is the question whether it can stand as a general theorv of
forgetting. One can surely doubt if these laboratory-produced phenomena
are representative for the forgetting in everyday life. The great amount
of similarity between two learning tasks necessary, for PI and RI to occur,
does not seem tvpical for everydav situations. Why for example should a
subject ever forget a single list of nonsense syllables, like mr,
tux,

xufj

etc., which he is unlikelv to have encountered before or will

encounter afterwards'? Although Underhood and Postman (1960) have tried out
a solution in the so called extra-experimental interference hypothesis in which this forgetting was considered to be caused by PI of previous
letter-letter and word-word associations - experiments along these lines
have been definitely unsuccesful (Keppel, 1968). Thus, it remains to be
demonstrated that an important amount of normal forgetting can be reduced
to laboratory-produced PI or RI.
Rather independently from theories of forgetting dealt with so far,
two other theories were developed which both refer to very specific forms
of forgetting, the Gestalt theory of forgetting and the Freudian theory of
repression. First, the GESTALT THEORY (Koffka, 1935). This theory describes
only one aspect of forgetting: the distortion of memories. Furthermore, it
refers only to memory for visual forms. Distorted memories had been
described as early as 1897 by Philippe. Bartlett (1932) investigated
distortion phenomena not only for visual forms but also for verbal
materials like stories. He purposely used items which were relatively
unfamiliar to the subject, for instance folk-stones from primitive cultures.
Bartlett noted that, especially after several reproductions already have
been made, not only many details are lost, but new details are filled in by
the subject, consistently with the whole story as he sees it. He mentioned
this phenomenon "creativity

forgetting".

Koffka (1935) pointed out that in

the case of visual forms, most of these changes are in the direction of
what is regular and familiar and therefore he hypothesized that they
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reflected the working of the Gestalt laws. But while Bartlett emphasized
distortions which take place during the reproduction phase, Koffka
attributed these phenomena to changes in the memory trace during the
retention interval. He assumed that there is a continuous subconscious
activity going on in the memory trace and that this activity is governed
by Gestalt principles. Reproduction is a direct activation

of this

(distorted) trace, \ccording to Bartlett, on the other hand, reproduction
is above all a constructive act and the memory trace is only one of the
several factors detennimng the outcome of this process, hxperimental
evidence has justified Bartlett and has refuted the Gestalt theory of
forgetting (cf. Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1951). К>г instance, errors in the
reproduction of visual forms ivere found by llanawalt (1937) to occur even
when the memory trace is approximately correct, as was evidenced by the
nearly perfect (multiple-choice) recognition performance. Another kind of
contra evidence is that a reproduction made after a greater elapsed time
does not show a more striking distortion than one made almost immediately
after the figure has been perceived (llebb & Foord, 1945, Riley, 1962).
Therefore, it is improbable that the distortion phenomena take place during
the retention interval. They must be assumed to have their roots in the
perception phase (ivhere verbal labelling can occur, cf. Carmichael, Ilogan
and Walter, 1932) and in the reproduction phase.
The FRFIIDIAN THEORY OF REl'Rl SSION refers only to forgetting of ideas,
wishes or facts which are unacceptable to the person. Typically, the
unacceptable items aie assüciated with sexual desires. Recall is inhibited
because it would produce too much feelings of guilt or anxiety. Whatever is
repressed can be reactivated when the source of anxiety is removed. Although
psycho-analytic studies suggest that repression is a very general
phenomenon (Rapaport, 1950), the experimental evidence is meager. A number
of studies have shown for instance, that materials which are in sane way
pleasant to the subject are better recalled than unpleasant materials, but
this result also can be explained by differential rehearsal. Miat has to be
demonstrated is that this difference disappears when the source of anxiety
is removed. An attempt in this direction was made by Zeiler (1950) with
positive results. His often cited expriment, however, can be criticized for
two reasons. First, no control group was used from which the effect of
anxiety induction and release on performance in general (instead of memory
proper) could be established. Second, the source of anxiety was extreme
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failure, while Freudian anxiety is more typically related to unacceptable
sexual desires. Perhaps the forgetting in the experiment of Ciernes (1964)
produced bv hypnosis, is more like Freudian repression, but also here the
results are only suggestive and ,ill but decisive. It can be concluded that
the correctness of the repression hvpothesis still has to be demonstrated.
2.2

І М Т Н Р Ш Ж Е THEORILS OF RHR0\UIV1 ІМІІНПІО
In discussing interference theoiies, emphasis Kill be laid upon retro

active inhibition. This is primarily because the subject of the experimental
investigations to be reported here is retroactive inhibition. But, besides,
the theorizing about proactive inhibition has always been less clear. Its
sheer existence as an independent manifestation of forgetting even seems
l

questionable: Houston (19b J, 1971) reports evidence that proactive inhibition
can be conceived of as a special case of retroactive inhibition.
Basic

2.2.1

Experimental

paradigms

The basic paradigm for the study of RI is:
Experimental

group:

Learn A-B
Control

Learn A-C

Test A-B

Nonverbal task

Test A-B

group:

Learn A-B

Paired associates are represented in this schema (usually a list of paired
associates is used), with double letters such as A-B signifying the two
items that make up the pair. In most cases, the subject must learn to give
the second term of the pair (the response) when the first term is presented
(the stimulus). The amount by which the experimental group scores below the
control group on the retention test is a measure of RI. When, as in the
schema above, the stimuli m

the two lists are the same, typically much more

RI is found than when the stimuli are different; i.e.:
Learn A-B

Learn C-D

Test A-B
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This difference is one example of the effect of similarity relations, which
are so dominant in interference theory (cf. McGovem, 1964).
In this study, the effect of another type of similarity on RI will be
investigated, viz. the effect of giving the responses for both lists from
the same class (e.g. numbers) or from two different classes (e.g. numbers
and letters). This effect will be labelled here: the Same-Different
2.2.2 Competition

effect.

theory

When in an Α-B, Α-C design, after the learning of both lists the
subject is given the Α-stimulus and is asked to recall the B-response, in a
number of cases not only the В but also the C-response will come up.
Competition theory states that both responses will compete with each other
and the subject will choose the "winner", which will sometimes be the Cresponse (McGeoch, 1942). Thus, the source of retroaction is localized
in the recall process. Competition is demonstrated here by the occurrence
of intrusions (C-responses). Melton and Irwin (1940) however found that this
number of intrusions (which is relatively small to begin with) does not show
a linear relation to the total amount of retroaction. When both are plotted
as a function of the number of trials on the interpolated list, total
retroaction increases, while number of intrusions first increases (up to
about 7 trials) and then decreases, becoming quite negligible when the
second list is learned well. The second argument against competition theory
is that when subjects are given an unpaced recall test in which they must
give both responses at once (the modified modified free recall or NMFRtest)

, there is still substantial retroaction, which cannot

As the peculiar
modification
gives

name indicates,

of a free recall

the responses

modified free recall
the first
recall
stimulus

this
test.

of a serial
test,

list

test

is a modification

In a free recall

test

of a
the

in any order he wishes.

he is presented

with a stimulus and gives

response that comes ίσ mind. In a modified modified

test,

the subject

has to give both responses

in any order he wishes.

subject
In a

to the

free

presented
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be attributed to competition (Barnes & Underwood, 1959). It reirains
possible of course that competition factors do cause some FU under some
circumstances. A number of investigators has tried to estimate this
competition-retroaction by comparing the conventional paced-recall test
with the ^^^^;R-test, which is unpaced. The general outcome of these
experiments is that in absolute amounts, experimental groups show as much
"pacing loss" as control groups, while,when the pacing loss is expressed
as a percentage of the number of responses given in the unpaced test,
experimental groups generally lose more than control groups (Keppel, 1968).
Such a divergence is possible because of the fact that on the unpaced test,
control groups recall up to twice the mmber of items of the experimental
groups. One can surely have some doubt as to a conclusion in favor of
competition on the basis of relative measures alone. But moreover, as Keppel (1968) notes, these investigations can be criticized for another
reason. Pacing loss will occur when response latencies are greater than the
length of the (paced) recall period. But competition is only one out of
many possible causes of such greater latencies; unlearning, for instance,
may be such a cause. Therefore, the mere existence of pacing loss cannot be
considered as a proof of competition.
The conclusion must be that competition, if it exists, can be assigned
only a minor role in the theoretical explanation of RI. Besides, in many
experiments (as in the ones reported here) the VMFR-test is used, so that in
these cases there is no need to pay attention to possible competition
effects.
2.2.3

Unlearning

theory

Inter-list intrusions occur not only during recall (where they possibly
give rise to competition), but also during second-list learning. Melton &
Irwin (1940) suggested that these intrusions ("elicitations") indirectly
produce retroactive inhibition by reducing the strength of the original
responses. The underlying mechanism, described in the so-called

The BO-aalled
and unlearning
of the total

"Tuo-faator
theory;

theory"
each theory

forgetting.

encompasses

both

competition

is assumed to explain

a

part
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"elicitation hypothesis" (Postman, 1961; Underwood, 1948), is assumed to
work like experimental extinction in classical conditioning. When during
second-list learning, responses from the first list are elicited, they are
inadequate and remain unreinforced. The working of the mechanism can be
illustrated by an experiment of Barnes & Underwood (1959). Different groups
of subjects were given a №lFR-test at different points in learning the
second list. Their results are plotted in Figure 1. They clearly suggest a
gradual weakening of Α-B associations, as Α-C associations are learned
better and better.

List 2

с
о

E

Listi

-e
10

20

Trials OQ second list
FIGURE 1. M e a n n u m b e r correct on the MMFR-test as a function of degree
of practice on the second list (after Barnes and Underwood, 1959).
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Tïie analogy Kith extinction receives some justification from the fact
that spontaneous recovery can be demonstrated here, as in conditioning
experiments. \ distinction has to be made between absolute and relative
recovery. Absolute recovery is defined by an actual increase in first-list
recall with time, while relative recovery is defined by a smaller dcLrease
for the experimental group than for the control group, which has learned
only one list. In most studies on this subject,relative recovery has been
demonstrated md.with Underwood (1948a, 1948b),it is possible to interpret
this phenomenon as the result of spontaneous recovery, reducing the usual
forgetting which occurs over time. But other explanations are equally
possible (Birnbaum, 1965, Koppenaal, 1463), so for a clear support to the
unlearning theory, absolute recovery has to be demonstrated. This seems to
be possible but only if the retention interval is not too long, not more
than a few hours (cf. Abra, 1969, Postman, Keppel & Stark, 1968). Intervals
up to 24 hours are possible, but then List 1 must be overleamed (Adams,
1962, Silverstem, 1967). On the other hand, if learning is to a criterion
of less than one perfect trial, absolute recovery disappears, even with
short intervals (Postman, Stark & Henschel, 1969). But if the retention
interval is not too long and the first-list criterion not too low, absolute
spontaneous recovery is a reliable phenomenon.
Evaluation of the еіъсгіаігоп

hypothesis

Other experimental evidence for the unlearning theory directly concerns
the elicitation hypothesis. The evidence for and against this hypothesis
will be discussed rather extensively, because it is also incorporated in
other theories to which reference will be made. Besides, it is of particular
importance in explaining - in fact not explaining - the experimental
phenomena which will be reported in this study.
The most important characteristic

of the elicitation hypothesis is

that it can account for the influence of similarity, which is such a crucial
factor in Interference theory, as was pointed out above. From previous
experiments it ^as already known that with the A-B, C-D paradigm far less
retroaction is produced than with the Α-B, Α-C paradigm. This influence of
stimilus similarity can be nicely explained by assuming that during secondlist learning more first-list responses are elicited when the stimuli are
the same than when the stimili are different from the ones used in firstlist learning. The influence of another kind of similarity was predicted on
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the basis of the elicitation hypothesis by Postman, Keppel & Stark (1965).
They found that, when the responses of the two lists in an A-B, A-C
paradigm are taken from different response classes (e.g. letters and
adjectives), the amount of RI is substantially reduced. This is the SameDifferent effect referred to in 2.2.1. Postman et al. explain this effect
by assuming the operation of selector mechanism (Underwood & Schulz, 1960),
by which the subject tries to restrict his responses to those items that
were actually on the list, either the first or the second. "A change in form
class leads to a new basis of response selection during acquisition of List
2 and hence to a reduction in the probability of interlist errors" (Postman
et al., 1965, p. 117).
As was noted above, this Same-Different effect will be the subject of the
present study. It will be shown to disappear under certain circumstances,
unaccounted for by the elicitation hypothesis.
A second kind of evidence which favors the elicitation hypothesis has
been reported by Postman & Stark (1965). They determined the correlation
between first-list recall scores and the number of correct responses made
during second-list learning. Since first and second-list learning rate are
correlated, a partial correlation was used. A significant positive value
was found ( *_ .65). This result is in line with the elicitation mechanism
since the number of elicitations is assumed to vary inversely with the
degree of second-list dominance. However, a negative relation between firstlist recall and the speed of second-list learning is reported by Anderson &
Bower (1973) -*. So, this issue is yet unsettled.
Third, there is the experiment of Goggin (1968), in which two methods
of second-list learning were compared: on the one hand, the traditional
anticipation method in which first the stimulus is presented alone (while
the subject tries to give the correct response), and then together with the

These authora propose an explanation of retroaction, which does not
incorporate an elicitation
mechanism. Their book was received too
late to be discussed explicitly
here. Furthermore, their theory is
only tentative and has as yet received little support. It also has
little direct relevance for the results of the present study.
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response, on the other hand, the prompting method, in which first the
complete pair is presented and then the stunulus alone. Elicitations should
be drastically reduced during the second method, and indeed less
retroaction was found here. This experiment can be criticized however, on
theoretical grounds. The retroaction produced in the traditional
experiments is a long term memory phenomenon, but with the prompting
method, it is possible to give second-list responses only bv consulting
short-term memory. So, perhaps there is relatively little encodint; of List
2 in long term memory and consequently,little interference with the long
term storage and retrieval of List 1 can be expected.
Fourth, Postnan (1965) manipulated the expected number of
elicitations by varying the number of interpolated lists. When more lists
arc learned within a fixed number of trials, each list is learned to a
lower degree and first-list errors have a greater chance to occur. \s
predicted, RI increased with the number of interpolated lists. Postman
points out however,that this effect can also be attributed to the greater
number of responses that must be learned when there is more than one
interpolated list.
We see that experimental results at least give some support to the
elicitation hypothesis. We will now turn to the negative evidence. This
negative evidence is far more impressive and makes it very doubtful that
the number of elicitations is really essential m determining the .mount
of RI. Before suimanzing these experiments, it has to be pointed out that
the number of elicitations cannot be equated to the number of overt
intrusions, lirst, this number of overt first-list errors is very small,
Second, instructions to guess during second-list learning, while highly
successful in increasing the number of overt intrusions, leave List-1
recall virtually unchanged (Houston & Johnson, 1467; Keppel & Rauch, 1966).
Therefore, one has to assume that it is the total number of error
tendencies, remaining covert or becoming overt, that is crucial. But even
with this assumption specific predictions fail.
TWo m a m lines of reasoning have been followed. The first is the same
as the one that motivated the experiment by Postman (1965), which was
discussed above. When the second-list response to a particular stimulus is
stronger than the corresponding response from List 1, then the latter
response will not be elicited during interpolated learning. This relative
damuiance of the interpolated material was manipulated by Postman (1965) by
varying the number of interpolated lists, but this technique also influences
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the number of responses. A better approach is to alternate the interpolated
lists at different frequencies, keeping the number of lists constant. It
was assumed that hith many alternations, learning proceeds slowly and
dominance is achieved late or not at all. However, the predicted increase
in RI with the number of alternations could not be obtained in several
experiments (Birnbaum, 1968c, Goggm, 1968, 1969). Dominance of the inter
fering material was manipulated in another way by Birnbaum (1968a). She
varied pre-cxpciimental associative strength of the second-list pairs.
although leatning pairs like sweet-sour was much easier than learning
pairs like needle-sour, no difference m RI was found.
The second line of reasoning which has been followed is that,if more
opportunities are provided tor elicitations to occur, more retroaction
should be produced. This manipulation has been obtained by varying
presentation time on the learning trials, the number of presentations
(keeping total presentation time constant) and the number of test trials
(Zavortink & keppel, 1969), or alternatively by varying type of test
trial during interpolated learning (the usual recall trials versus
multiple-choice recognition trials during which the subject has to choose
the correct response from a set of alternatives, which are also second list responses) (heaver, Rose & Campbell, 1971). This second set of
attempts to find support for the elicitation hypothesis was also
definitely unsuccessful.
Summary and Со>іСІивъоп
The most essential assumption of the unlearning theory is that
retroaction can be understood as a process of extinction

of stimulus-

response associations. Two kinds of supporting evidence were discussed·
(a) the phenomenon of spontareous recover}, (b) the experimental evidence
with respect to the elicitation hypothesis, which states that the number of
first-list errors made during second-list learning is positively related to
the amount of RI. The experimental results discussed in this section make
it unlikely that these elicitations play a crucial role in the causation of
RI. Consequently, serious doubts can be raised against the extinction
analogy, since the amount of extinction is thought to be directly related
to the number of nonreinforcements. We have to admit that the occurrence of
spontaneous recovery points indeed in the direction of extinction. In the
next section however, we will present evidence that even this argument is
fallible.
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2.2.4

The Response-set

theory

In 1956 Nekton & Wickens hypothesized that, after learning two lists
of paired associates, a kind of competition should occur,not between two
responses belonging to the same stimulus but between two lists, they called
this hypothetical phenomenon, "generalised response competition". In 1968
this idea became the basis of a nei* theory, the response-set theory in which
α set to keep responding with second-list responses was assumed to exist
after second-list learning; this set would interfere with first-list recall.
In a moment, we will go into more detail. The theory was formulated in two
papers by Postman and his coworkers (Postman, Stark & Fraser, 1968; Postman
& Stark, 1969). Postman always has been a defender of the unlearning theory
and he still is at the present time (Postman & Underwood, 1973). The
response-set theory was meant by him as an elaboration of the unlearning
theory and not as an alternative to it, nevertheless several other authors
have considered it as an alternative theory.
The response-set theory is a theory of nonspecific retroaction only.
Nonspecific retroaction refers to a loss m

the availability of the entire

repertoire of first-list responses. Specific retroaction, on the other hand,
refers to a deterioration of the stimulus-response connections. This
distinction is related to the distinction between response learning and
associative learning in a paired-associate learning task (Underwood &
Schulz, 1960). By response learning the responses are made available, while
by associative learning the responses are connected to the specific stimuli.
Thus, according to this analysis, the subject has to learn two things:
first, that the response (for instance table}

is a word on the list, and

second, that it is always presented together with a particular stimulus
(e.g. zir).
In discussing the response-set theory, two issues will be separated.
The first issue relates to the relative amounts of specific and nonspecific
retroaction. Because the set theory can only account for nonspecific
retroaction, advocates of the theory understandably have tried to demonstrate
the relative importance of nonspecific retroaction, as compared to specific
retroaction. Specifically, they have tried to show that in the traditional
Α-B, Α-C paradigm, the retroaction observed is completely nonspecific. The
second issue concerns the theoretical explanation of nonspecific retroaction
by the response-set theory.
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Spe'-ific

versus Konepecific

retroaction

The occurrence of nonspecific retroaction had already been demonstrated before the response-set theory was first formulated in detail by Postman, Stark & traser (1968). Fvidence of nonspecific retroaction came from
studies m uhich the Λ-Β, C-D paradigm was used (cf. McGovern, 1964). Here
both stimuli and responses are dilferent and therefore Λ-R associations
must be assumed to remain intact. (onsequentJy, all RI here should be non
specific. On the other hand, the heavy RI that is produced in the so-called
^-B, \-Br paradigm (cf. McGovern, 1464) must be assumed to be entirely
specific, in this paradigm roth stimuli and responbes are the same for both
lists, second-list items being re-pairings of first-list items. Up to this
point there has been little dispute among the authors who accepted the
validity of the specific-nonspecific distinction.
The more familiar Α-B, Α-C paradigm however, has been the source of
severe disagreement. Did it produce specific or nonspecific retroaction or
both7 The first answer to this question has been given by McGovern (1964).
She explained the RI produced in an Α-B, C-D paradigm m terms of the
unlearning theory. The retroaction observed here, could not be attributed
to unlearning of specific stimulus-response associations, because for such
unlearning, coninon stimuli must be involved. She hypothesized that the
coimon stimili, necessary for elicitation and extinction of the first-list
responses, were in this paradigm the context stimuli, that is, stimuli
emanating from the room, the experimental equipment, etc.. But these context
stimuli are also consnon for both lists m an Α-B, Α-C paradigm. So in this
paradigm there must be both (nonspecific) J unlearning of contextual
associations and (specific) unlearning of stimulus-response associations.
According to McGovern, the RI produced by the Α-B, C-D paradigm can be used
as an estimate of the amount of nonspecific retroaction m the Α-B, A-C
paradigm. If RI is expressed as a percentage of the total number of
responses, the total amount of RI obtained by her with the Α-B, Α-C paradigm
(39$), can be split into a nonspecific part (17$) and a specific part (22t).
Defenders of a response-set theory however, have consistently tried to
show that nonspecific RI is far more important than is suggested by these
figures, and in fact that in the Α-B, Α-C paradigm there is no specific

The terms specific
with respect

and nonspecific

to the paired-aseociate

in this

context always mean:

stimulus,
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retroaction at all. A strong case in this direction was made by Postman &
Stark (1969) when they showed that in an Α-B, Α-C paradigm, Rl disappeared
when retention was tested not by a recall test, but by a multiple-choice
recognition test, in which each stimulus was presented with four
alternative responses and the subject had to select the correct one. If it
is assumed that recognition only demands intact S-R associations, while for
recall both intact specific associations and availability of responses are
necessary, this result suggests indeed that in an Α-B, Α-C design there is
no unlearning of specific associations. This should mean that all RI here is
nonspecific! Merryman (1971) has argued, however, that recognition performan
ce can be mediated by backward associations (from the response to the stimu
lus). A significant amount of RI was obtained when also these backward
associations were unlearned (by presenting the first-list responses as
stimuli and pairing them with new responses). Postman & Stark (1972) have
criticized Merryman's design, but in their replication, they too found
significant RI (about 174). So the Α-B, Α-C paradigm does produce indeed a
substantial amount of specific retroaction.
Another attempt to demonstrate the importance of nonspecific retro
action in the Α-B, Α-C paradigm was made in studies where an attempt was
made to eliminate nonspecific RI, with the hope of eliminating all RI. It
was supposed that nonspecific RI would disappear if care was taken that the
availability of the first-list responses was at a maximum at the time of the
retention test. This was done for instance by presenting these responses
and asking for free recall before the retention test proper, in which the
stimuli were presented (see Cofer, Faile & Horton, 1971, for a review of
these techniques). In general, these procedures served to reduce, but not
to eliminate RI. There remained a substantial amount of RI of at least
ISO: probably this is specific RI.
On the other hand, investigators who wanted to argue against the
response-set theory have provided direct evidence for specific RI in the
Α-B, Α-C paradigm. This has been accomplished by means of socalled mixedlist designs. Here, different paradigms are included in one design; for
instance, half of the second-list items are Α-C pairs, whereas the other
half are functionally C-D pairs. Thus, a comparison between paradigms
involves a comparison between different subsets of items of the first list.
Nonspecific retroaction is defined as a reduction in availability of the
entire repertoire of first-list responses and therefore it should affect
all itans to an equal degree. Nevertheless, in several experiments a
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significant advantage o£ the A-B, A-C paradigm over the Α-B, С-Г) paradigm
has been observed (Ceraso, 1964; Delprato, 1971; Weaver, Rose & Campbell,
1971; Wichawut & Martin, 1971). These results point clearly to stimulusspecific interference.
It appears that the claim that in Α-B, Α-C learning, all RI is
nonspecific has been refuted. Perhaps, as Postman & Underwood (1973) state,
specific retroaction is less important than nonspecific retroaction in
this paradigm, but a reliable estimation of their ratio is not possible on
the basis of available data. This could be accomplished for instance, by an
intraexperimental comparison of the amounts of interference obtained with a
recall (NWFR) test and with a recognition test, in which mediation by
backward associations is prevented.
It can be concluded that any theory of retroaction must incorporate
both specific and nonspecific mechanisms. The response-set theory can there
fore never be a general theory of RI, because it was not made to explain
specific RI. Let us now turn however, to the explanation it gives for non
specific RI.
The reaponse-eet

explanation of nonspecific

retroaction

As noted above, McGovem (1964) explained nonspecific retroaction, as
is observed in the Α-B, C-D paradigm, by assuming unlearning of contextual
associations. The basic assumptions of the unlearning theory already have
been criticized in the previous section. Besides, there is an important
experimental argument against explaining specific and nonspecific retro
action by the same theoretical mechanism, i.e. unlearning. It seems to be
the case that only nonspecific retroaction is subject to spontaneous
recovery. This is suggested by two experimental findings. First, Α-B, A-C
paradigms and Α-B, C-D paradigms produce about equal amounts of spontaneous
recovery (Postman, Stark & Henschel, 1969, Exp. II, III arai IV; but see
also Forrester, 1970). If there were also recovery from specific retroaction
the A-B, Α-C paradigm should show more recovery than the Α-B, C-D paradigm.
Second, if different RI paradigms are compared, there is evidence of
recovery only in paradigms where there is a change m responses; e.g. no
recovery is observed in an Α-B, A - B P paradigm (Postman & Warren, 1972). Thus
when the first-list responses are available, because they were also learned
in the second-list, there is no spontaneous recovery. Parenthetically, if it
is true that there is only recovery frem nonspecific RI, this is a strong
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argument against the extinction analogy of the unlearning concept, which
is the core of the unlearning theory.
Postman and his coworkers (Postman, Stark & Fraser, 1968, Postman &
Stark, 1969) have formulated an explanation of (nonspecific) RI m which
the concept "set" is central. The summary of the theory given by Postman
& Underwood (1973) will he quoted

"The essential steps of the argument

are as follows, (a) IXiring the acquisition of the first list, a selector
mechanism (Underwood & Schulz, 1960) serves to activate the appropriate
responses and to inhibit the occurrence of inappropriate ones, (b) In the
transfer phase, the operation of the selector mechanism results in the
activation of the newly prescribed responses and the inhibition oi
suppression of the earlier ones, (c) The selector mechanism is characteri
zed by a certain amount of inertia. The tendency to give the responseb
learned last J persists on a test of recall after the end of II (interpo
lated learning or second-list learning). The consequent impairment of the
subject's ability to shift back to the repertoire of first-list responses
is designated as response-set interference. ... It is assumed ... that
first-list suppression during IL and second-list dominance at recall •' are
correlated" (Postman & Underwood, 1973, p. 23). In principle all information
that discriminates the responses on the list from all other possible kinds
of items (including the responses on the first-list m the case of the
second-list) can be used as a selection criterion. The categories of
appropriate and inappropriate responses are defined, not only by the formal
and semantic similarities among the prescribed items, but also by episodic
mfoimation, that is information about circumstances of time and place of
the presentation (cf. Tulving, 1972). The phenomenon of spontaneous recovery
is explained by assuming an autonomous dissipation of the set over time in
spite of the inertia of the selector, after a certain period a shift is
possible.
In the response-set theory some kind of elicitation mechanism is
maintained to explain among other things the effect of similarity. As m the
unlearning theory it is assumed that different stimuli or different response
classes give rise to less errors during interpolated learning; further, "the

This tendency ts what гв called
MMFR-recall is meant.

the

"eet".
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elicitation of first-list errors serves to intensify and sustain the
operation of the process of response selection" (Postman & Underwood, 1973,
p. 23). Thus, the greater the number of elicitations that are occurring,
the stronger the set becomes to give only second-list responses and the
more (nonspecific) retroaction will be found.
Direct evidence for the working of a set-like mechanism is not strong.
The two main arguments quoted in favor of a set mechanism concern (a) order
of output and (b) the effect of presenting to the subject the second-list
responses while he is trying to recall the first-list ones. Let us first
discuss order of output. One would expect that the set to give second-list
responses would lead to a tendency to give these responses first when both
lists have to be recalled. Now, in iimediate recall, both lists are begun
with equally often (Postman, Stark & Fraser, 1968). On a delayed test,
however, when the set is dissipated, first-list responses have a clear
priority. Perhaps this shift can be interpreted in favor of a set theory.
On the other hand, Zavortink Strand

(1970) investigated order of recall

in a free recall learning task. She found clear priority of second-list
responses on an immediate test, but conditions which produced different
amounts of RI left this second-list priority unchanged. So it is still
doubtful whether the dominance argunent can be used to support the response
set theory. The second argunent is more convincing. Postman et al.

(1968)

compared an ordinary IWFR test, in which both responses must be given, with
a new type of test, in which the second-list response was already presented.
It was hypothesized that re-exposure of the interpolated responses
strengthens the set of continuing these responses. As predicted, it was found
that the new recall test produced not only more RI on the immediate test,
but also more spontaneous recovery. This result clearly favors the response
set theory. It has to be noted however, that an earlier attempt to manipulate
the set by presenting the complete first list to the subject in a nonlearning task failed to influence RI (Postman & Stark, 1965). The implications of this failure are not clear, because of the essential vagueness of
the set concept.
Objections against the response-set explanation of nonspecific retroaction are also of two kinds. First, there is the issue of stimulus versus
list-determined clustering in recall. This point is related to the output
order in recall discussed above. If the recall task is to give the two
responses belonging to a certain stimulus before going on to the next
stimulus, one can only observe which response is given first. But
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alternat.ivel\ , one can give the subject a free recall test in which he is
asked to give the responses of both lists in any order he wishes. Mow it
becomes possible to determine if a certain response is predominantly
followed by a response belonging to the same stinulus or by a response
belonging to the same list. Some authors (Martin, 1971, Petrich, 1973)
have reasoned that the set theory has storage implications, that is, it
implies that the two lists aie stored seperatcly, i.e. that they form two
memory categories. If this is the case, one should expect iccall by list:
first-list responses should cluster together and so should second-list
responses. This is not what is found however

if there is any apparent

clustering it is stimulus clustering (Martin & Mackay, 1970; Pellegrino,
1972; Petrich, 1973; Postman, Stark & Henschel, 1969). The two interference
authorities Postman & Underwood ( W S ) comment that the response set theory
"is concerned with the mechanism governing response availability per se:
predictions about the order of reproduction of the responses that fail to
be suppressed are outside the scope of the hypothesis" (p. 30). This
statement is more like an escape than a sound counter argument. In fact,
as noted above, characteristics of the output order in an ordinary MMFR
test are used by Postman himself as evidence to support the set theory and,
here too, only those cases are concerned in which both responses are given
and thus the first-list response has failed to be suppressed (Postman,
Stark & Fraser, 1968):
In our opinion, it is reasonable to deduce from the set theory that
the two lists function as memory categories. However, the general prediction
that therefore list clustering should be the rule is wrong. The reason is
that m an Α-B, Α-C paradigm the list categories are not the only categories
which are available to the subject; there also are the "stimulus categories"
defined by the two responses (B and C) belonging to the same stimulus (A).
So, in this paradigm, there are two competing retrieval strategies: by
stimulus and by list. Does the response set theory state that retrieval by
7

list will generally be preferred to retrieval by stimulus This is not the
case. It is only stated that the source of retroaction (at least of the
nonspecific part of it) is deterioration of what one could call the "list
retrieval system" and not of the "stimulus retrieval system" (these last
terms are used only in a metaphorical sense).
It can be concluded that the finding of no list clustering in an A-B,
Α-C paradigm is indeed not a valid argument against the response-set
theory. On the other hand, in an A-B, C-D paradigm the stimuli are different.
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Thus, only list categories are available and therefore list clustering
should be found. This result has been obtained by Martin & HcKay (1971).
Parenthetically the occurrence of stimulus clustering may have something
to do with the fact that the stimulus categories (2 resnonses) are much
smaller and therefore probably easier to search through than the list
categories (8 - 10 responses). Of course, there also are more stimulus
categOTíes than lists but stimulus recall commonly is very high after Λ-Β,
Α-C learning. In viev, of this, a recall by stimulus strategy should be
relatively attractive for the subject.
Λ second objection against the set theory concerns the incorporation
of the elicitation hypothesis, a hypothesis which, as was pointed out in
the previous section, has received little support in a number of experi
ments. It is not certain, however, whether the response-set theory really
needs such a mechanism. It seems to have been introduced mainly for the
purpose of providing a set explanation of two important phenomena· the
effect of stimilus similarity (A-B, Α-C versus A-B, C-D) and the effect of
response class similarity or Same-Different effet. However, the responseset theory only explains nonspecific retroaction. Therefore, some kind of
elicitation mechanism is necessary only if it can be shown that non
specific RI is affected by similarity of stimulus terms and response
classes.
The effect of stimulus similarity on RI is determined by comparing the
A-B, Α-C with the Α-B, C-D paradigm. But the difference in amount of retro
action produced by each of these paradigms, also is an estimation of the
amount of specific RI, according to the analysis of McGovem (1964). So, one
only is forced to assume that nonspecific retroaction is affected by
stimulus similarity, if it can be demonstrated that the amount of specific
retroaction is smaller than has been assumed by McGovem (1964). As was
pointed out above, this is exactly what defenders of the response-set theory
have tried to do, but without clear success. On the other hand, with respect
to the effect of response class similarity, it has been found that this
factor influences specific retroaction as measured by a recognition test, but
at the same time, nonspecific retroaction, produced m an A-B, C-D paradigm,
was affected with only marginal significance (Goulet & Bone, 1968).
Summary and

Conclusion

In this section, we have discussed two claims made by response-set
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theorists. These claims are: (a) all retroaction observed in an A-B, A-C
paradigm is nonspecific; (b) the response-set theory can explain non
specific retroaction. Evidence reported in favor of the first claim mainly
concerns the disappearance of retroaction in an Α-B, Α-C paradigm, when
retention is tested by a recognition instead of a recall test. This result
suggests that there is no unlearning of specific associations. However,
perhaps recognition performance is mediated by backward associations. When
this possibility is prevented, significant retroaction is found again. Also
evidence from other sources demonstrates very cogently that at least a
subst.mtial part of the RI produced in the Α-B, Α-C paradigm is specific.
The second claim is that nonspecific retroaction can be explained by
assuming that during the learning of List 2, the subject develops a set to
keep responding with second-list responses; this set would interfere with
first-list recall. The only kind of evidence which unequivocally supports
the set theory is the finding that if during first-list recall the subject
is presented with the second-list responses, the amount of retroaction
increases.
Two kinds of objections against the theory have been discussed. First,
the absence of list-determined clustering of responses during a free recall
test. We have argued however that this argument is based on a misunderstan
ding of the basic assumptions of the response set theory. Second, the
incorporation of the elicitation hypothesis, which has received little
support in the experimental littérature. But, as we have tried to show, the
response set theory does not need this hypothesis, unless it can be
demonstrated that the factor similarity affects nonspecific RI.
In conclusion we can say that the response set theory, as a theory of
nonspecific retroaction, has as yet received little support. However, there
is also no convincing evidence against it. Further research must clarify
the question.
2.2.5

The encoding

The EVE

variability

theory

hypothesis

The encoding variability theory began as a hypothesis which could be
integrated both within the unlearning theory and the response-set theory
(Martin, 1968; Weaver, 1969). This hypothesis emphasizes the possibility for
the subject to make an Α-B, C-D paradigm out of an Α-B, Α-C paradigm by
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"recoding" the A-stüiulus during interpolated learning. For instance, the
same naninal stimulus dap could be encoded as d in the first list and ρ in
the second. The more such receding takes place, the fewer first-list
responses are elicited during interpolated learning and therefore, accor
ding to the elicitation hypothesis, the less negative transfer and
retroaction will be produced. It is assumed that the encoding of a stimulus
is, to seme extent, determined by the response with which it is paired, so
receding of a stimulus occurs when a new response has to be learned with
the same stimulus. Therefore, as is hypothesized by Martin (1971) to
account for the Same-Different effect, if the responses from the two lists
are from different categories, there is more recoding of A and thus less
retroaction. This early variant of the encoding-variability theory will be
labelled the "Encoding Variability-elioitation

hypothesis"

(EVE hypothesis).

Briefly, this hypothesis states that the amount of recoding A in an A-B,
Α-C paradigm is inversely related to the amount of RI. The causation of RI
is attributed either to unlearning or to a response set.
We want to emphasize that the Same-Different effect is accounted for
in a way which differs fundamentally from the explanations given to it by
other theories. Both unlearning and response set theorists assume that the
response classes are used for selecting the responses during reproduction;
if the response classes are different, is easier to select only responses
belonging to a particular list and therefore less elicitations occur during
the learning of List 2. On the other hand, the EVE-hypothesis (and the
encoding variability theory in general) states that the only important
consequence of having different response classes is that the two responses
belonging to a particular stimulus are more different than if the response
classes are the same. The more the responses differ, the greater the
difference between the two functional encodings of the stimulus and the
less RI will be produced.
It can be pointed out already that this explanation of the SameDifferent effect probably is wrong. Birnbaum (1968b) found no evidence of a
Same-Different effect when a mixed-list design was used; in this design, half
of the second-list responses came from the same and half came from a
different class; with a traditional unmixed design a full-sized effect
appeared. This is unexpected when the only thing that counts would be the
difference between the two responses belonging to a particular stimulus. On
the other hand, it is in agreement with the hypothesis that the response
classes are used for response selection: with a mixed-list design, no list
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riile of response selection can be applied and therefore, elimination of
elicitations is no longer possible on the basis of the response-class
information.
The fli-st attempt to gather evidence in favor of the hypothesis was
to vary the opportunity of receding in the second task. This was done by
taking tngrams as stimuli, with different degrees of meamngfulness (M).
The underlying assumption is that high-M tngrams (such as peg)

are

relatively well integrated and not very fractionable, whereas low-M
tngrams (such as jfn)

are readily analyzed into different components

(in fact letters).
Although originally high-M tngrams, used as stimili in an Α-B, Α-C or
an Α-B, A-Br paradigm were found to produce more negative transfer and
retroaction than low-M tngrams (Bryk & Kausler, 1966, Martin, 1968,
Martin & Carey, 1971), later and better controlled experiments failed to
produce the predicted effects (Postman & Stark, 1971, Weaver, McCann &
Wehr, 1970).
In another group of experiments, it was tned to demonstrate a shift
in encoding the stimulus more directly. In these experiments compound
stimuli were used. low-M tngrams - which are in fact cempounds of three
consonants -, a tngram sui rounding by a color,or three unrelated words.
It was reasoned that, if a shift has occurred from stimulus component χ
to component y then: (a) recall of the second-list responses will be
better in presence of y than in presence of ζ (Houston, 1967, Merryman &
Merryman, 1971); (b) subjects instructed to attend to component y during
interpolated learning will show about the same amount of retroaction as
uninstructed subjects (Goggin & Martin, 1970, Schneider & Houston, 1968,
1969), and (c) backward recall of y will be better m the presence of the
second-list response than in the presence of the first-list response
(Williams & Underwood, 1970; Martin, 1972). The results of these experi
ments were (again) mixed, although the negative results outweighed the
positive ones. But in fact, it is questionable if these experiments can be
regarded as really testing the hypothesis. When compound stimuli are used,
it is almost evident that under some circumstances some subjects will
realize that they make the task of learning List 2 easier if they use
another part of the compound stimulus. The EVE hypothesis however states
that recoding takes place, not so mich because the subjects want to have a
different functional stumlus for each list, but because stimulus encoding
is response dependent, so different responses make for different functional
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encodings of the same stunulus. Therefore, positive results do not give
real support to the hypothesis. On the other hand, negative results need
not disconfirm it, when the response determines the way of encoding and
recoding the stimulus, what guarantee is there that the encoding shift
7

will be to one of the components of the compound stimulus Perhaps
recoding takes place within one component, for instance by emphasizing
different meanings of the same word. However, the experiment of Williams
and Underwood (1970) can probably be regarded as really disconfirming the
EVE hypothesis. In this experiment apparently there was no encoding shift
from one component to another. But the nature of the stimuli used makes it
unlikely that there has been a hidden shift within components. These
stimuli were low-M trigrams. As is well known from the literature on cue
selection (cf. Richardson, 1971), most subjects tend to encode only the
first letter of such trigrams. The data from the experiment of Williams &
Underwood (1970) show that this is the case both for the first and for the
second list. So if there is any encoding shift, this shift should take place
within one single letter, which is, indeed, a highly implausible
assumption.
The only test of the hypothesis we are aware of, which does justice
to the principle of response dependence of stimulus encoding is the
experiment of Weaver (1969). His experiment entailed compound stimuli of the
form (yxk,

hfy).

Response dependent stimulus encoding was induced by taking

responses with the same initial letter as one of the components (for
instance: village or heaven). He showed that when in an Α-B, Α-C paradigm
different components were emphasized m

this way in the two lists, retro

action disappeared. This result can be taken as evidence that at least in
very favorable circumstances, the mechanism described in the EVE hypothesis
works.
In conclusion we can say that the EVE hypothesis is probably difficult
to test. What reliable evidence there is, is more often negative than
positive. If the effects are real, they are small. And finally,
incorporation of the elicitation mechanism makes the FVE hypothesis vulnera
ble to the massive experimental criticism on that mechanism, discussed in
2.2.3.
The EVS

hypotheeiB

As noted above, so far, the principle of encoding variability theory
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has been used as an elaboration of other theories of interference. In an
extensive article in the Psychological Review however, Martin (19713 tried
to use the principle as a theory of retroaction. To accomplish this, he
had to make an 180 degree turn. While in the EVE hypothesis (Martin, 1968)
receding was seen as something that reduces
something that causes

RI, now receding is seen as

RI (Martin, 1971). If encoding is conceived of as

sampling some of the features of stimilus A, recoding involves sampling
some other features. Encoding, which is still supposed to be responsedependent, leads to a feature sampling bias with regard to stimulus A. Now,
retroaction is seen as a subjective persistence of the second-list bias to
the recall test. The resemblance with the response-set theory is striking.
The set to give particular responses is substituted by the set to encode
the stimulus in a certain way. Therefore, we will speak of the Encoding
Variability-Set hypothesis (EVS hypothesis). Spontaneous recovery is again
explained by assuming a dissipation of the set. The hypothesis can also
account for the effect of presenting second-list responses during recall
(Postman, Stark & Fraser, 1968) which, as we saw above, was one of the
main argiments in favor of the response set theory: presentation of these
responses strengthens the set to encode the stimuli in the way of the
second list (Martin, 1972).
While there is very little evidence to support the theory (the
experiments on recoding reported above have no direct bearing on the
hypothesis, which is apparently not always understood; see for instance
Postman & Underwood, 1973), there are several very strong arguments
against it. First, it can be a partial theory of RI at most, because it
cannot explain RI in paradigms where the stimulus is not the same (e.g.
Α-B, C-D), or where stimuli are absent (free recall and serial learning).
Second, it cannot explain the Same-Different effect, without invoking the
EVE hypothesis. As Martin (1971) states, the encoding of stimulus A in the
two lists "should be more surely distinguished to the extent that В and С
belong to distinct classes of items, with the result that less retroaction
will occur" (p. 28). This surely is a valid argument in terms of the EVE
hypothesis, but not in terms of the EVS hypothesis, at least in its present
forni. One cannot explain retroaction in general by assuning different
encodings of the same stimulus and at the same time explain reduction in
retroaction in the case of different response classes by assuming
encodings which are even more different. It seems that even for Martin the
switch from the EVE-hypothesis to the EVS-hypothesis was too large to
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accomplish. Also in explaining negative transfer he seems to retain the
EVE-hypothesis, although in this case a set-like explanation is possible
(cf. Greeno, James & Dapolito, 1971)1J.
Still other difficulties with the EVS hypothesis are discussed by
Postman & Underwood (1973). We conclude that this hypothesis must be
regarded as one of the less successful attempts to explain the phenomenon
of retroactive inhibition.
Surrmary and

Conclusion

The encoding variability theory emphasizes the possibility of différer'
functional encodings of the same stimulus and its consequences for
retroactive inhibition. We have made a distinction between two versions of
this theory. The earlier version states that by recoding the A-stimulus
during second-list learning the subject makes an A-B, C-D paradigm out of
an Α-B, Α-C paradigm. Hereby, elicitations are prevented and the amount of
retroaction is reduced. This version of the theory can be considered as a
hypothesis within the unlearning theory or the response-set theory. The
hypothesis predicts that the use of high meaningful trigrams as stimuli
(which are thought to be relatively difficult to recode) will produce more
negative transfer and retroaction than the use of low meaningful trigrams.
The results are inconsistent. Attanpts to demonstrate an encoding shift more
directly by using compound stimili generally also have been unsuccessful. We
have argued however that these studies are inadequate for testing the hypo
thesis.
In the later version of the theory, recoding is seen as something that
causes RI, instead of something that reduces RI. Retroaction is explained by
assuming that the set to encode the second-list stimuli in a certain way
persists during first-list recall. This hypothesis only can account for
specific retroaction. Moreover, it runs into difficulties in the
explanation of the effect of response-class similarity. Finally, at this
moment there is little direct evidence for it.

These authors explain negative
set to use the functional
with second-list

learning.

transfer

stimuli

by assuming that a

of the first

list

interferes
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Our conclusion is that the encoding variability theory has as yet
received very little direct support. But, more important, as a theory of
Interference, it can only be of limited value. In its earlier version, it
can be no more than a hypothesis within other theories of RI. In its later
version, it appears to have little explanatory power.
2.2.6

General

conclusion

and experimental

plan

From the discussion above it is clear that a weak spot in most of the
theories discussed (the unlearning theory, the response set theory and the
early version of the encoding variability theory) is the elicitation
hypothesis. In fact this hypothesis can be regarded as the most important
one in Interference theory in general, because it describes a possible
mechanism by which similarity relations can affect the amount of RI. And,
as we saw above, the importance attributed to similarity is a factor which
distinguishes Interference theory from all other theories of forgetting.
But, at the same time, this very hypothesis has come under severe attack on
the basis of the results of several experiments (cf. 2.2.3).
At the time we started this study, it seemed to us that the best way
to clarify the problem of retroactive inhibition, was to focus the
elicitation hypothesis. If we could come to a better understanding of the
elicitation mechanism or possibly find an alternative to it, then we would
be in a better position to say something about the cause of RI itself. We
also decided to focus on the most crucial function of the elicitation
hypothesis: its explanation of the influence of similarity relations. Most
research on this subject has been done by varying stimulus and response
similarity in a specific way, that is within pairs (e.g. Α-B, Α-C versus
Α-B, C-D, or Α-B, C-B versus A-B, B-C). There is relatively little research
on the effect of similarity of the class to which the responses belong
(A-B , Α-C versus A - B , A - C ) . So this particular topic was selected for
further experimental investigation.
The first experiment was carried out to test a special hypothesis,
which was meant as an alternative to the elicitation hypothesis (Kolk, 1973).
From this experiment it appeared that this Same-Different effect was not as
reliable a phenomenon as was assumed before: it disappeared under circum
stances that we could not explain. Therefore, we decided to make a systematic
investigation into the conditions determining this effect.
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S A M E - D I F F E R E N T

EFFECT
3.1

EARLIER EXPERIMENTS WITH THE SAME-DIFFERENT EFFECT
One of the best established facts about Retroactive Inhibition is the

negative effect of response-class similarity on the amount of inhibition.
In 1965, Postman, Keppel & Stark were the first to show that if in an A-B,
Α-C paradigm the responses in the two lists of paired associates belong to
the same class (e.g. adjectives) there is much more Retroactive Inhibition
than when they belong to different classes (e.g. adjectives and letters).
Several explanations have been given for this phenomenon; they have been
described in Chapter 2. Since the paper by Postman et αί. (1965), the
Same-Different effect has been replicated a number of times.

Stimuli

Responses classes

Numbers

Adjectives v. letters

Same

Difference m %

Postman et al., 1965

4.75

6.72

24.6

Houston, 19661)

3.19

6.69

43.8

5.8

8.0

22.0

3.4
3.4

5.0
6.7

41.2

5.00

7.14

26.8

5.8«

6.3«

6.1

3.13

4.56

18.0

2

Birnbaum, 1968b )
CVCs v. CCCs

Colors

Different

CVCs v. Numbers

20.0

Friedman & Reynolds
1967
Adjectives v. Letters

CVCs

Goulet & Bone, 1968
Taxonomie categories
Shulman & Martin
1970
Letters

Taxonomie categories
Henschel, 1970

TABLE 1. The Same-Different effect in seven previous experiments
(Α-B, Α-C paradigm).
1) Bigrcms instead of single
2) List

length woe 10 pairs

letters

were used.

instead of

8 as in the other

experiments.

3) These values have been estimated from Figure 1 of the original

paper.
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Table 1 shows the main results, together with the kinds of materials used,
of the seven studies which we are aware of. The first column gives mean
numbers of correct first-list responses for groups receiving the same type
of responses in both lists. In the second column, recall results are
presented for groups receiving different types of responses. The last
column gives differences between Same and Different groups, expressed as a
percentage of the total number of pairs (and not of the mean number of the
control group, because such a group has not always been used)-All the
figures in Table 1 are obtained with the Α-B, Α-C paradigm, immediate
testing and stringent scoring (only first-list responses that are given to
the appropriate stimulus are considered correct). List length was 8 pairs,
except in the study of Birnbaum (1968) where 10 pairs were used. In some
studies, type of first-list responses class was varied, in which case
results were pooled over this factor.
In most studies substantial differences were found of 20% or more.
However, in the case of Shulman & Martin (1970), the difference is
comparatively low. These authors used taxonomie categories (i.e. categories
like: flowers, animals, professions, boys' names etc.) It is uncertain
whether the Same-Different effect is significant in this experiment,
because the authors do not report results of a test of significance on this
difference. Probably it is not. At the time that our first experiments were
planned we were not yet aware of the unpublished study by Henschel (1970) J
A copy of this dissertation was obtained only after execution of the very
last experiment of the present study. Therefore, it seemed that the
only experiment with taxonomie categories had produced negative results.
In view of this, further research with this kind of categories was
considered useful. First, the classical experiment by Postman ev al.

(1965)

was repeated, with adjectives and letters as responses cla>ses. In a second
experiment, taxonomie categories were used as they were by Shulman &
Martin (1970).
3.2

EXPERIMENT I: REPLICATICI OF THE ORIGINAL EFFECT

Method
Design

- The design was the same as in the experiment by Postman et

al.

(1965), except that no control group was used. All subjects learned two
1) We will

dieauee

thie

study

at the end of

this

ahapter.
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successive paired-associate lists according to the Α-B, Α-C paradigm. For
half the subjects (the "Same group"), responses for both lists were taken
frani the same category, while for the other half (the "Different group")
responses were taken from two different categories. A second variable was
type of response class used for the first list; two different types were
used. The design thus was a 2 χ 2 factorial design.
Materials

- List length was 8 pairs. Stimuli for both lists were the

numbers 2-9. Responses were either adjectives or letters. Sixteen letters of
the alphabet, excluding vowels and letters which could be easily confused
with one another, were used as responses. They were divided into two sets,
matched according to their frequency in printed text. The letters were
doubled in order to equate pronunciation times for both types of responses.
The sixteen two-syllable adjectives were randomly chosen from a Dutch
frequency count (Linschoten, 1963). They were divided into two sets,
matched in frequency. In combining stimuli and responses, coraron initial
letters, rhymes and obvious associative connections were avoided. The
same provisions were taken regarding first and second-list responses
belonging to the same stimilus. The first and second lists were fully
counterbalanced. Each of the four lists was used four times in the first
task and four times in the second task, in both Different and Same
conditions.
Procedure

- Learning was by the study-test method. The lists were presented

on a Lafayette memory drum for computer-folded output sheets. There were
forty different random orders. Before learning and again before recall, the
subject Weis informed about the nature of the response class. During this
instruction a small card was fixed on the drum, just above the window, on
which was written the name of the response category, used in the list to be
presented. Presentation time for study and for test was 2 seconds. The
interval between study and test trials was 4 seconds. List 1 was learned to
a criterion of one errorless trial. List 2 was presented for 20 trials.
Whereas Postman

et al.

(1965) tested retention with a subject-paced modified

free-recall test (MFR), in which the second-list response was given and
only the first-list response had to-be produced, in the present experiment
a subject-paced modified modified free-recall test OWFR) was used, in
which the eight stimuli were exposed successively in the window of the
1) All

learning materiale

uaed in this study are presented

in the Appendix.
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drum and in which the subject was asked to produce both responses that had
been paired with the stinulus. Corrections during the total recall period
were allowed.
Subjects

- A total of 32 subjects, 8 in each of the four conditions,

participated in the study. The subjects were undergraduates, for the most
part psychology students, at the University of Nijmegen; they were paid
for their services. They were not necessarily naive with respect to rotelearning experiments. A randomized order of 32 list-list combinations was
prepared, and subjects were assigned to this order as they appeared in the
laboratory. No subject was eliminated for failure to reach the first-list
criterion.

Reeults and Diecrueeicm
First-list

learning

- The mean number of trials to the criterion of one

errorless trial was 10.1. The means ranged 8.0 - U.S. The two types of
list, adjectives and letters, turned out to be of comparable difficulty,
since the difference between them was not significant. ·' No significant
difference between Same and Different groups was found, which suggests
ccmparable learning ability. The interaction between the two factors was
not significant either.
Second-liet

learning

- The mean numbers of correct responses during the

twenty trials cm List 2 were very similar for the four groups (130.2 133.1, total mean being 131.1). Contrary to the results of Postman et al.
(196S) there is no indication of an advantage of adjective responses over
letter responses. In fact the letter response group did slightly better
in the Same condition, whereas in the Different conditions results for
both types of responses were nearly alike. Analysis of variance showed
both factors and their interaction to be not significant.
Recall

- Recall performance conmonly is expressed in two types of scores,

labelled stringent and lenient respectively. Lenient scores are based on
all List-1 responses recalled, while,, stringent scores are based on only

1) In most cases, only insignificant
F^-valuee are given in the text. For
F-valuee of nonsignificant
effects the reader is referred to the
Appendix, where the complete resulte of the analysis of variance for
all experiments are reported.
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those List-1 responses that were given to the appropriate stimulus. For
all recall data of this study both types of scores have been computed and
statistically analyzed. In most cases, stringent and lenient scoring
produced very similar results. Therefore, throughout this study lenient
scores will not be reported, unless they are clearly different from
stringent ones. Statistical results for lenient scores are reported in the
Appendix.
Mean correct List-1 responses on the М Ф К test for the Same and the
Different groups, pooled over type of list, are presented in the first row
of Table 2. The last column gives the difference between Different and
Same-group scores, expressed as a percentage of the total number of pairs
(8). The Same-Different effect is clear and significant, J? (1,28) = 15.67,
ρ < .01. Type of list and the interaction were both insignificant. Because
performance on the two learning tasks and the ^MFR test are intercorrelated,
a multivariate analysis of covariance was carried out, with recall score
as variable and the two learning scores as covariables. An exact F test
revealed F (1,18) •= 18.71, ρ < .001 and F = 14.80, ρ < .001 for stringent
and lenient scores respectively. So also when correlations with learning
performance were taken into account, a highly significant Same-Different
effect appeared. Multivariate analyses were also carried out on the results
of the other four experiments, yet to be described in this chapter. Because
the results obtained were very similar to those of the univariate analyses,
they will not be reported anyfurther.

Stimili

Responses classes

Exp.
no.

Same

Different

Numbers

Adjectives v. Letters

I

3.50

6.06

31.8

Letters

Boys' names v. Solid
materials

II

4.00

4.68

8.5

Letters

Boys' names v. Solid
materials

III

3.62

4.56

11.8

Numbers

Boys' names v. Solid
materials

IV

2.81

5.94

39.1

Nouns

Boys' names v. Solid
materials

V-

4.12

5.81

21.1

TABLE 2. The Same-Different effect in Experiments I to V.

Difference in I
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The main result of Postman et al. (1965) was thus replicated.
Comparison of the first rows of Tables 1 and 2 shows the Same-Different
effect found in Experiment 1 to be even bigger (about 7%). The absolute
recall level however, found in this study, is about 1 point lower. The
original effect having been reproduced, the second step was to repeat the
experiment by Shulman & Martin (1970), in which only a very small SameDifferent effect has been found. There were some variations in method, the
most important being a different kind of stiuulus (letters instead of
CVCs) and different taxonomie categories. After a first experiment of this
type (Experiment II), the negative results obtained gave occasion to a
repetition of this experiment (Experiment III). Both experiments will
be reported in parallel.
3.3 E X P E R M N T II AND III: LETTER STIMULI
Method

Deeign and Procedure - Design and Procedure were the same as in Experiment I,
except that in Experiment II a Rest-control group was used, which, instead
of learning a second list, worked for an equivalent time (14 minutes) on a
non-verbal problem solving task. Type of list was varied for this group in
the same way as for the other groups.
Materiale
- Each list consisted of eight paired associates. The stimuli for
both lists were the single letters, d, g, j , I, m1 r, e, v. Avoided were
letters which could be easily confused with each other and letters whose
names had an evident meaning. The responses were Dutch nouns, belonging
either to the category boys ' потев or to the category solid
materials.
From each category 16 words were obtained in the following way. TWelve
subjects (not tested subsequently) were presented with a list of 300 words.
Among these words were about SO boys' names and 50 solid materials. Each
subject was required to rate his familiarity with each word on a threepoint scale. On the basis of the resulting data, words were selected with
a mean familiarity rating of at lea^t 2,90 (out of 3). Besides, no words
were adopted containing more than 2 syllables.
In dividing the 32 words into four subsets, care was taken that no two
words within the same subset had а соппюп initial letter.
Regarding stimulus-response pairs and first and second-list responses
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belonging to the same stimulus, the same provisions were taken as in
Experiment I. First and second lists were again fully counterbalanced.
Subjects

- Subjects were 48 and 32 undergraduates in psychology at the

University of Nijmegen. They were randomly assigned to the six and four
conditions of Experiment II and III respectively, in the same way as was
done in Experiment I. In Experiment II, two subjects were eliminated for
failure to reach the first-list criterion; they were replaced by new
subjects.
Results

and

First-list

Discussion
learning

- The mean number of trials to criterion was 16.9 for

Experiment I and 15.0 for Experiment II. The two types of list, boys' names
and solid materials turned out to be of comparable difficulty, as the
difference between them was not significant in either experiment. Nor was a
significant difference found between Same and Different groups, which
suggests comparable learning ability within each experiment. The interaction
between the two factors was not significant.
Second-liet

learning

- Mean number of correct responses was 109.5 for both

experùnents. No significant effects or interactions were found in either
experiment.
Recall

- The second and the third row of Table 2 give the results for

the Same and Different groups, pooled over type of list; this latter
factor did not produce any significant effects in either kind of score
and the same was the case with the interaction between the two factors.
The mean recall level of the control groups in Experiment II was about
7.5. Tliis was of course significantly better than the performance of both
Same group, F (1,42) = 43.94, ρ < .01, and the Different group, F (1,42) =
28.32, ρ < .01. Thus, there is considerable Retroactive Inhibition for
both groups in Experiment II.
What can be said about the Same-Different effect? Inspection of the
second and third row of Table 2 shows the differences between the two
groups, although in the expected direction, to be markedly low. Analysis
of variance showed the effect to be insignificant in both experiments,
F (1,42) = 1.71, ρ > .05 and F (1,28) - 2.06, ρ > .05 respectively. It
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should be pointed out that in Experiment III, lenient scoring produced a
relatively big Same-Different effect: the Same and the Different group
scored 3.88 and 5.25 respectively, a difference of about 171. This effect
is significant, F (1,28) = 5.76, ρ < .05. It is rather unusual to find
such differences between stringent and lenient scores. In the experiment
by Postman

et al.

(1965) the Same-Different effect is nearly as big for

stringent as for lenient scores, while in all the experiments reported in
this study, with the exception of hxperiment III, the values for lenient
scores were always somewhat lower than the values for stringent scores.
In any case, when results for Experiment II and III are taken together, the
Same-Differenr. effect is only about one third of the effect found with
adjectives and letters. Thus, the rather small effect found by Shulman &
Martin (1970; sec Table 1) was replicated here in two experiments.
How can this marked reduction of the Same-Different effect be
explained? Originally, it had appeared to us that the phenomenon had
something to do with the type of response class. One could assume, for
instance, that taxonomie categories are in some way of less value to the
subject when differentiating between the two lists than are categories
such as adjectives and letters. On second thoughts however, this did not
seem a plausible assumption. Therefore, it was decided to look in a
different direction, namely at the stimuli.
3.4

THE TWO-STEP THEORY
If the results of Experiment II and III and the results of previous

experiments, reported in Table 1, are taken together, it appears that,
while with number and color stimuli the Same-Different effect is invariably
significant, with CVC and letter stimuli the results are mixed. What
discriminates the successful from the unsuccessful stimuli? A perhaps
relevant difference is ordinal relatedness. It is clear that ordinal
relations exist between numbers, and not between nonsense syllables. For
colors and letters however, the case is somewhat less obvious. The colors
used by Friedman & Reynolds (1967) were: red, orange, yellow, green and
blue, which are spectral colors, plus purple, brown and black. If the
subjects know the spectral order, which they probably learnt at school,
the set of stimuli shows, at least in part, ordinal relationships. With
regard to letters it can be said that they do have a fixed alphabetical
order. The letter stimuli used in Experiment II and III, however were
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selected from the entire alphabet, and therefore ordinal relations are
probably less clear to the subject. Presently, evidence will be offered,
which clearly supports this assumption.

Stngle-lbst

learning

tasks

The difference in ordinal relatedness is stressed here, because
there are reasons to assume that in learning a (single) list of paired
associates, stimuli that are ordinally related are encoded different from
stimuli that do not show such relationships.This is suggested by the fact
that with stimuli of the former kind (e.g. neutral colors, line lengths,
spatial locations or the numbers 1-8), a "serial" position effect ' is
found (for a review of these experiments see Ebenholtz, 1972). It should
be noted that, in these experiments, there is no fixed order of
presentation. The serial position effect emerges when the errors made
during learning are plotted against the ordinal numbers of the stumli,
arranged in serial order. Thus, pairs containing stimuli from the
extremes of the dimension produce fewer errors than the remaining pairs.
It is interesting to see whether, according to this criterion,
(occurence of a serial effect) the letter stimuli used in Experiments
II and III, can be regarded as ordinally related. Figure 2 (upper curve)
shows for both experiments the number of errors during first-list
learning for each of the letters used, these arranged according to
alphabetical order. The serial position curve is very irregular. Although
something like a "primacy effect" can be detected, this holds only for
the very first position

the second position shows the greatest number of

errors of all positions. Besides, there is no evidence of a "recency
effect'1. It can be concluded that ordinal relations between the letter
stimuli did not play an important role in learning the lists perhaps only
the very first letter stimulus ( a d ) was encoded in terms of its position.
In explaining the serial position effect, both in the pairedassociates experiments with ordinally related stimuli and in the ordinary
serial learning experiments, Ebenholtz (1972) writes: "It is proposed
that Ss respond first by noting the boundaries of the series, and then by
locating each item in a position defined relative to either one or both of
the series extremes. It is further assumed that location by dimensional

1) Perhaps one could better speak of "ordinal" position
but we prefer the familiar term.

effect

m this

case,
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and number stimuli (Exp. IV).

position is a source of information that becomes a property of an item
strictly by virtue of its inclusion in an ordered series, i.e., it is
a series property
such as beginning, middle, and end, which is shared by
the items that constitute the series (and not a property) of the unique
sensory or semantic aspect of any particular dimension ..." (p. 286,
italics added). This conclusion is supported by studies which demonstrate
transdimensional transfer. For instance, in an Α-B, C-B design, with two
different sets of ordinally related stimuli (viz. eight horizontal line
lengths and eight gray patches), there is positive transfer when the
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response paired with the shortest line length is also paired with the
lightest gray, the next shortest line with the next lightest gray etc.
(Ebenholtz, 1965). The serial position effect is explained in this theory
by assuming that terminal positions are more discriminable than central
ones.
If such position cues are indeed defined only m terms of an already
existing series of responses, then one can perhaps assume that they are
only useful as retrieval cues for the responses after

the series has been

traced by the subject. In other words, when position cues are search
instructions within an already specified list, then the subject must first
find thib list before he can use the position cues. Learning a pairedassociates list with ordinally related stimuli would then mean learning to
follow a two-step retrieval plan; first, trace the set of responses and
second, find the response within this set which has the same relative
position as the stimulus.
What, than, can be said with regard to the effect of information about
the sets of responses' When in the above type of experiment, the response
items are members of a certain category, and category cues are given during
learning and lecall, the subject will presumably profit from this
information, because he can place it within his retrieval plan, namely in
the first

step: the tracing of the response list.

Now, let us return to the case of stimuli where ordinal relations do
not exist or at least are not sufficiently clear to the subject (e.g.
nonsense syllables and letters). Here, a two-step retrieval plan is not
necessary. Instead, subjects can learn to follow a one-step strategy, viz.
find a direct path from the stimulus to the response. In this way the
category cues are bypassed.
The assumption that with letter stimuli the subjects will often follow
a one-step strategy and neglect category information leads to an interesting
question: does he neglect episodic information too? It is generally
assumed that, also with noncategonzed responses, subjects use seme form of
response selection (presumably on the basis of episodic information) to
restrict themselves to the appropriate class of responses (cf. Underwood &
Schulz, 1960). Such an assumption seems necessary because (also in our
experiments) subjects seldom give responses that were not on the list. We
see two possible solutions for this problem. First one could assume that,
independent of the type

of stimulus, there always is response selection on

the basis of episodic cues. One could think of some kind of an automatic
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tendency to search for the most recently learned words, as is described In
the response set theory and in the memory model of Anderson & Bower (1973).
Another possibility is that with letter stimuli the subject often does not
use the episodic information for searching the response but only for
editing: possible responses are not overtly given, unless they are
recognized as list words. Now, intrusions are prevented from occurring
without an additional step of list tracing. This latter explanation is
certainly more parsimonious than the former, where episodic and semantic
criteria of selection are assumed to function differently. However, we
will leave this question aside for the moment, restricting ourselves to the
role of category information.

The librarían

and hbs

aseistant

The reader may g a m a better understanding of the theoretical
proposals that we have made up to this point, if he visualises the human
memory system as a library.

Suppose a librarian asks his assistant to get

a particular book (: the response). He does, however, not provide hun with
full information about the book. Thus, the assistant must cope with the
task on the basis of partial cues (: the stimulus as encoded, the category
name, episodic information such as context and recency). Now, it may be
that the librarian tells his hand that the book he is looking for is "the
third one" (: a stimulus encoded as "third position"). Of course, our
assistant will start to laugh and then he will say: 'the third of what?
What can I do with such information in a library which containb thousands
and thousands of books7 If you could only tell me what shelf you are
referring to:" The librarian replies: "The section of Geographic Works"
(: the name of the response class). The assistant will then go looking
but after a while he will return: "There are so many shelves with
geographic works!" Hereupon the librarian tells him to consider only the
books marked with a cross (: episodic information). Now the book is
found umediately.
So far, our analogy refeis to number stimuli only. With letter
stimili, the memory processes we propose can be compared to an instance
where the librarian provides his assistant with a uniquely identifying
label for the book, e.g. a particular mark such as three differently
coloured dots (: a letter stimulus). When there are not too many books
wearing this type of labels (: too many words associated to single letters'),
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probably the man will not return for additional information (: he will
make no use of the response-class information).
One should be aware of the fact that the librarian and his assistant
refer, in our analogue model of human memory, to one and the same individual
searching his own memory. For doing so with any success, the person needs
catalogue or address information. If a first search fails, he will look for
additional information until he has reduced the number of possible responses
to one. Then he will give the response word (the possibility of guessing
from a restricted set of alternatives of course remains).
Retroacttje

гпкіЬгігоп

If we are correct in assuming that number and letter stimuli differ
in the degree to which they lead the subject to use the nane of the
response class as a retrieval cue, what are the consequences of such an
assumption for retroactive inhibition7 As we have pointed out already in
section 2.2.5, both the unlearning and the response-set theory assume that
the response classes are used for response selection. When they are
different for the two lists, selection of first-list responses becomes less
probable. This leads to a reduction in the number of elicitations and hence
to a smaller amount of retroaction (the Same-Different effect). On the
other hand, the assumption of response selection is not made by the Encoding
Variability theory. This theory states that if, in an Α-B, Α-C paradigm, the
В and C-response belong to different classes, the A-stunulus will be
encoded more differently in the two cases than when they belong to the same
class; consequently, RI is reduced. We have mentioned however a cogent
experimental argument against the latter explanation: the disappearance
of the Same-Different effect in a mixed-list design, where half of the
second-list responses came from the same and half came from a different
class (Birnbaum, 1968b). This result is in agreement with the responseselection hypothesis, on the assumption that with a mixed-list design no
list rule of exclusion of first-list errors can be applied.
Therefore, we agree with the unlearning and the response-set theory
that the Same-Different effect is brought about, because different response
classes provide for different bases of response selection. In one way or
another, this will lead to less retroaction, but the specific mechanism does
not need to concern us here. Now, if for any reasons the category information
is not used, no Same-Different effect can occur.

-SiAfter this long introduction, our two-step
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If this theoretical framework has any general validity, how do we

explain the significant Same-Different effects that were obtained by
Goulet & Bone (1968) and by Henschel (1970)' In both studies nonordinal
stimuli were used: nonsense syllables and letters respectively. A striking
procedural difference between these two experiments and the remaining ones
reported in Table 1, concerns the type of the final recall test. In all
studies a NWFR test was employed in which the responses from both lists had
to be recalled. In the experiments of Goulet & Bone (1968) and Henschel
(1970) however, all stimuli were presented on the recall sheet and the
subject was completely free m determining his order of recall, while m
the remaining

studies (as in our experiments) the traditional recall test

was used, which generally is also employed in the learning phase: the stimili
are presented one-by-one and the subject is asked to give the (two)
response(s) belonging to that stimulus. Now it may be that the former kind
of test encourages the subject to the use of the category information even
if he did not use it in the learning phase. Confronted with a number of
recall failures, he may resort to a kind of generate-and-test strategy:
(a) what words belonging to this category do I know; (b) can I recognize
any of these words as belonging to one of the stimili? Such a strategy,
of course, will be more efficient when the responses of the two lists
belong to separate categories than when they belong to one single category.
If this explanation is correct, we have to admit that the subject can
switch fron a one-step to a two-step retrieval plan. We want to emphasize
that there is nothing in the two-step theory, which prohibits such a
switch. The only thing that cannot

occur is that with a stimulus, encoded

as a position cue, a direct retrieval route to the response is found. But
under certain conditions, the subject may decide to use the category
information, available in his semantic memory, even when he did not during
learning. Thus, our third assumption perhaps is not generally valid and
should be modified by the addition: "under the conditions of the experiments

-S2reported in the present study".
Our two-step theory predicts that the Same-Different effect will
reappear with ordinally related stimuli. In the following experiment,
the nunbers 2-9 were therefore used as stimuli, while the response
categories remained the same as in Experiments II and III.
3.5

EXPERIMENT IV: NUMBER STIMULI

Method

Design and procedure were the same as in the previous experiments.
As in Experiment III, no control group was used. The lists consisted of
eight paired associates. The stimuli were the numbers 2-9. Not only the
actual responses were the same as in Experiments II and III, but also
the various lists and the pairs of responses belonging to the same
stinulus remained unchanged. In combining stimili and responses, соттгюп
first letters, rhyming relations and obvious associative connections
were again avoided. On the presentation sheets the numbers were printed
as digits.
The 32 subjects, undergraduate students of psychology at the
University of Nijmegen, were randomly assigned to each of the four
conditions. No subject was eliminated.
Resulta

and

Diecuaeion

Firat-Het
learning - Mean number of trials to criterion was 7.8.
Analysis of variance produced only insignificant F-values. The mean
number of errors was calculated for each stinulus. A regular serial
position effect was obtained, as is shown in Figure 2 (lower curve).
Second-Hat
learning - The mean number of correct responses was 133.5.
Type of list was found to be significant, F (1,28) = 4.14, ρ < .05.
Second lists with solid materials were easier to learn than second lists
with boys' names. Neither the Same-Different effect nor the interaction
were significant.
Recall - Recall results, given in the fourth row of Table 2, show a striking
Saae-Different effect, F (1,28) = 22.97, as had been predicted. Type of
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list was not significant nor was the interaction. In contrast to
Experiments II and III, a significant difference on learning parameters
was found between groups learning boys' names and groups learning solid
materials as response items. Second-list learning was better with solid
materials than with boys' names. In view of the clearly non-significant
effects of type of list on List-1 learning rate in this experiment and on
both learning parameters in Experiments II and III, it seems reasonable
to consider this result as atypical.
Learning performance on both lists is much better in this experiment
with number stimuli than it was in bxperiment II and III with letter
stimuli. It is not particularly clear why this is the case. Both numberresponse combinations and letter-response combinations have, so to say,
very little pre-experunental associative strength. Perhaps the crucial
difference lies in the way the lists are organized, according to the
two-step theory. While with letter stimili eight difficult stimulusresponse connections must be formed, with numbers these connections are
"intrinsically" encoded, viz. by the relative position of each response
in the serial structure. Of course, this interpretation is post-hoc and
not more than suggestive.
The first prediction has been confirmed, i.e. the Same-Different
effect has been reproduced with number stimuli. Logically, the next
experimental step will be. use a new kind of stimuli that are not
ordmally related and sec whether the Same-Different effect is reduced
to the nonsignificant level that was obtained with letter stimuli. The
choice fell upon nonrelated nouns.
3.6

EXPERIMENT V: NOUN STIMULI

Method
The only methodological difference from Experiment IV was the kind
of stimuli used. These were relatively high-frequency, two-syllable nouns,
randomly selected from a Dutch frequency count (Linschoten, 1963), with
the restriction that no two nouns shared the same initial letter. The 32
subjects were undergraduate students in psychology and linguistics at the
university of Nijmegen. Two Ss were eliminated for failure to reach the
first-list criterion; they were replaced by new subjects.
1) Heve Ъедгпв the

dieaueeion.
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Reeults and Dieouesion
Fïrat-liet
learning - Mean number of trials was 7.0, which is about the
same as with number stimuli. A rather large difference was found between
Same and Different groups (means 8.2 and 5.8) which fell short of
significance, F (1,28) - 3.39, ρ = .07. Still, Same and Different groups
were not as comparable in learning ability as one would wish. The
correlation between trials to criterion on List 1 and List-1 recall
might indicate whether this difference did affect the recall data. The
mean correlation in our experiments was .18. Therefore the recall data of
the Different group might be slightly depressed relative to the Same group,
and the difference between the two somewhat underestimated, relative to
the other experiments. Type of list and interaction were again non
significant.
Seoond-Hst
learning - Mean number of responses was 134.9. Also in secondlist learning the Different group did somewhat better, although the
difference was not significant. Both other Fs also were insignificant.
Recall - The recall data in the bottom row of Table 2 show a clear
difference between Same and Different groups, F (1,28) = 7.62, ρ < .01.
All other comparisons gave insignificant results. We must conclude that
the predicted result, viz. an insignificant Same-Different effect, failed
to occur.
3.7 AN EXTENSION OF THE TWO-STEP THEORY
The two-step theory m its present form cannot explain the SameDifferent effect found with noun stimuli. However, by formulating in the
second assumption an additional condition necessitating a two-step
retrieval plan, it can be maintained. This extension of course is post-hoc,
and we present it merely as an hypothesis, to be tested m later
experiments (cf. Chapter 5). The extension is that a two-atep
retrieval
plan is also neoeeeary if, for a certain pair, intrinsio relations between
the etimulus and the response are discovered and employed in
retrieval,
which provide too little constraint for direct retrieval of the response,
but enough for recognizing it from a set of alternatives as belonging to
the etimulus.
This point clearly needs elaboration.
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When a subject has to learn a certain response to a given stimulus,
we assume that he will handle this task in a meaningful way, that is, use
his previous knowledge about the items presented. Up to this point, only
knowledge about meaningful categories of verbal items was discussed, viz.
the response classes. But often, there is also knowledge available about
the relations between the stimulus and the response items. We assume that
the subject will try to discover as much as possible of this connecting
information and use this in later retrieval attempts. Examples of such
intrinsic relations are: a common letter, a mediating association, a
meaningful phrase or an image in which the two can be embedded. This
assumption is very clearly supported by numerous experimental results from
verbal learning studies (cf. Adams & Bray, 1970; Paivio, 1971). Three cases
can be distinguished. First, the relations discovered give high constraint. '
Now, when the stimulus is given and the relations are reactivated, the
response can be found. This being so, the subject will use only these
relations in his (one-step) retrieval plan and category cues are bypassed.
Examples of such relations, taken from the introspective reports of the
subjects, are: height - Fred : Fred (a known person) is arrogant; hazewood: a forest early in the morning. However, other relations are
reported which give clearly less constraint, for instance: mass-leather:
a mass of leather; world-Paul: Paul's book about the world. Therefore, a
second case may be distinguished: only medium-constraint relations are
discovered, which do not give sufficient constraint for direct retrieval,
but still enough for identifying the response after the list has been
traced. This additional step of list tracing makes it possible for the SameDifferent effect to occur. The distinction between high and medium
constraint relations resembles Underwood's (1969) classification of memory
attributes into retrieval attributes and discriminative attributes. A third
case exists when no relations are discovered or when the ones that are
discovered give too little constraint even for recognizing the response
as belonging to the stimulus. Now, an entirely new connection between the
stimulus and the response has to be formed. Presumably the subject just
makes one unit out of the two. When this has been achieved, he has a direct
retrieval route from stimulus to response and there is no need of list
tracing.
1) For the eake of convenience, we will often loosely refer to stimili αβ
differing
in amount of constraint, although actually the relatione
diecovered between the etimuli and the гевропзев own thie property,
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3.8

SUNWARY OF THE EXTENDED TWD-STEP THEORY
In the experiments reported in this chapter, we have studied the

relation between type of stinulus and response class similarity effects. The
main result is that with letter stimuli the effect of similarity is small
and insignificant, while with number and noun stimili the effect is
significant and relatively large, in particular with number stimuli. A
second important observation is that learning a list cf paired associates
containing letter stiuaili,takes about twice as long as learning a list with
number or noun stimili.
The theory we have proposed, assumes that (a) the occurrence of the
Sane-Different effect is dependent upon the use of the category information
for response selection in a two-step retrieval plan (tracing of the list,
search for the response); (b) the subjects will tend to avoid the use of
category cues if the stinulus provides for a direct retrieval route to the
response; on the other hand, they will tend to use them if such a direct
route is not possible on the basis of stinulus information; (c) whether a
direct route is possible or not depends upon stinulus characteristics.
With respect to the last assumption, two hypotheses have been
formulated. The first hypothesis, which we shall label the
hypotheeia,

ordinality

states that when stimuli are encoded into position cues, (i.e.

"search the third response"), a direct way to the response is not possible
and the subject will look for additional restricting information, which he
can find in the response class cues. In this way, we explain the sizeable
Same-Different effect that was obtained with number stimuli.
For our second hypothesis we shall use the term: conatraint

hypotheeie.

According to this hypothesis, a direct route is not possible with stimuli
that give a medium amount of constraint with respect to the response, which
is not enough for selecting the response from all possible alternatives but
still sufficient for recognizing it as belonging to the stinulus from the
actual list. In this situation the subject is forced to an additional step
of list tracing (presumably with the help of category information). On the
other hand, stimuli giving either a high or a low amount of constraint are
supposed to provide (after a number of learning trials of course) direct
access to the response and hereby category information is not needed. This
hypothesis explains the results obtained with letter stimili (low constraint,
a small Same-Different effect) and noun stimuli (at least in part medium
constraintj a sizeable Same-Different effect).
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Uifferences in learning rate can also be accounted for. With letter
stimili, the connections between the two items are laid, without the
subject profiting from category information, while with number and noun
stimili he does so indeed.
A schematic description of the memory processes described in the
ordinality and the constraint hypothesis is presentend in Figure 3.

Identify position IP) of stimulus
(s) on stimulus dimension
Outcome : P s = i

Search for response with a direct
connection/specified relation to
the stimulus: Re

Out

Emit
Re

Yes
Search for response list (L)
Use category information
3
Outcome: L X

Emit Rj on L x
(a) number stimuli

Search for response list (L)
Use category information
Outcome : L- χ

Emit R on L
s

χ

(b) letter and noun stimuli

FI GURE 3. Flow-diagram of the memory processes described by the ordinality
hypothesis (number stimuli) and the constraint hypothesis ( letter
end noun stimuli).. N. B. The role of episodic information is not represented.
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3.9

IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORIES OF RETROACTIVE INHIBITION
Let us now t u m to the questionwhether existing theories of InterfeTence

can cope with the experimental results reported in this chapter. A clue to
a possible explanation in terms of these theories is given by the fact that
with letter stimili, learning was relatively slow, conpared to both number
stimuli and noun stimuli. The first group needed twice as many trials for
learning the first list and gave about 18 per cent less correct responses in
learning the second list, as compared to the last two groups. The elicitation
hypothesis incorporates a mechanism which - as we saw above - is central in
interference theory, and which explicitly relates rate of second-list
learning to amount of retroaction. As one might remember, this hypothesis
states that the greater the number of (implicit or explicit) intrusions
from the first list during second list learning, the slower second-list
learning proceeds (negative transfer) and the worse first-list responses
will be reproduced (retroactive inhibition). The Same-Different effect is
explained in these terms by assuming the operation of a selector mechanism,
by which the subject tries to restrict his responses to those items that
were actually on the list. When the responses in the second list are fremi
a different category, the selector mechanism is directed to a different
class of responses, with little overlap with the responses of the first
list. In this way, elicitation of first-list responses is avoided.
In trying to explain our results in terms of the elicitation
hypothesis, a plausible line of reasoning runs as follows. Within the
framework of this hypothesis, it is comonly assumed that if - as in the
case of letter stimuli - second-list learning is slow, this list beccmes
dominant relatively late and the opportunities for elicitations are great
(cf. 2.2.3). If it is further assumed that by a certain difference in
response classes (e.g. adjectives v. letters) a constant proportion of
these elicitations is prevented from occurring, then the prediction
regarding speed of second-list learning and the Same-Different effect is:
the lower this speed, the greater the absolute number of elicitations
that are prevented, and the bigger the difference between Same and
Different groups in amount of retroaction. But this is exactly opposite
to what was found: number and noun s'timuli (fast learning) produced bigger
Same-Different effects than letter stimili (slow learning); Besides, the
amount of retroaction of the Same group receiving letter stimuli, should be
higher than the amount of retroaction of the Same groups receiving numbers
or nouns; inspection of Table 2 shows, hewever, that there is little
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retroaction than letters. Therefore, it is very doubtful that the results
can be explained by the elicitation hypothesis (or by unlearning theory,
response set theory or EVE-hypothesis, which all contain the elicitation
hypothesis).
The principle of encoding variability however, suggests another
approach to explain the results of our experiments. As may be remembered,
Martin (1971) assumed that (because of stimulus-dependent response
encoding) when the В and C-responses are from different categories, there
is more receding of A and therefore less retroaction. It was also assumed
that the ease of receding A depends upon the number of possible alternative
encodings (Martin, 1968; Martin & Carey, 1971). When these different
assumptions are taken together, they mean when В and С are from different
categories, but A has very few alternative encodings, the Same-Different
effect will be small. This analysis implies that in order to explain
the results of the experiments reported here, one would have to assune
that letters have few alternative encodings and numbers have many, words
occupying an intermediate position. There is, hewever, very little
evidence to support such an assumption, at least with regard to numbers.
In fact, James & Greeno (1970), in defense of the encoding-variability
hypothesis, take it for granted that numbers have few alternative encodings.
We have to conclude that it will be rather difficult to explain the results
in terms of this hypothesis.
This inadequacy of current interference theories encouraged us to
elaborate and test the Two-step theory.
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4 T H E
4.1
4.1.1

O R D I N A L I T Y

H Y P O T H E S I S

EXPERIMENT VI: NONADJACENT NWffiERS AS STIMILI
Introduction

In the Two-step theory it is assumed that stimulus characteristics
affect the use of response-class information for response selection
ал hereby the size of the Same-Different effect. At this stage we have
formulated two such stimulus properties: ordinality and constraint. The
ordinality hypothesis states that when the stimulus terms are ordinally
related and these ordinal relations are suffuciently clear to the subject,
these stimuli are translated ir.to position codes, a two-step retrieval
plan becomes necessary and the Same-Different effect can occur. In
Experiment V we have tried to test this hypothesis by using noun stimuli.
The results were negative, that is a significant effect occurred, but we
hypothesized that another stimulus property might be involved: the amount
of constraint. Thus, these results are not conclusive.
Therefore, we decided to put the hypothesis to test once more by
varying type of stimulus. In order to avoid affecting other stimulus
aspects too, as may have happened in the case of nouns, we tried to vary
the property at issue within the class of number stimuli. This was done by
taking two types of number stimuli: the nunbers 2-9, which were also used
before, and a set eight numbers, which were nonadjacent, such as 29, 41,
63 etc. Although these letter stimili evidently are ordinally related,
perhaps a recoding strategy is less attractive than in the case of adjacent
numbers, because these relations are less obvious to the subject. For a
recoding strategy to be followed, it is necessary that a certain stimulus
can imnediately be translated into its rank number in the series. This is
only possible when some kind of representation of the whole series can be
made available very quickly. It was assumed that such a representation is
relatively hard to get at, when the series consists of a (quasi) random
group of numbers as compared to the numbers 2-9. We therefore predicted
that, as compared to adjacent numbers, the nonadjacent numbers would
produce a smaller serial position effect and a smaller Same-Different
effect.
A second purpose of this experiment was to try out a new and
independent measure of stimulus recoding: order of stimulus recall.
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Stümlus recall would be tested after the ordinary WFR test. Perhaps the
more the stimuli are receded, the more the order of stimulus recall would
be related to the natural order of the stimuli.
4.1.2

Method

Design - The design included a Same and a Different group for two types of
stimuli. Two first-list response classes were used as before. These three
variables made for a 2x2x2 factorial design.
Materials
- The same responses (boys' names and solid materials) were used
as in Experiment IV and V. List length was again 8 pairs. The stimuli 2-9
were combined with these responses in the same way as was done in Experiment
IV. The nonadjacent number stimuli were: 26, 29, 32, 37, 46, 51, 53, 57.
Repetition of digits both in the first and in the second position of these
two-place numbers was necessary in order to avoid that a contiguous series
would come about in either position. Especially the items at both ends of
the series should not contain unique digits in one of their positions. An
adverse effect of this procedure is that intra-list stimulus similarity
becomes higher. This factor is known to be negatively correlated with
learning speed (cf. Gibson, 1942). Avoided were: relatively meaningful
numbers (e.g. 21, 65: important ages), numbers with repeated digits (e.g.
22) and confcinations with the digit zero. In combining these stimuli with
the responses the usual provisions were taken. First and second lists were
again fully counterbalanced.
Procedure - The procedure was the same as in the Experiments I - V. So,
again a NWFR recall test was used in which the eight stimuli were exposed
successively in the window of the drum and the subject had to produce
both responses belonging to the stimulus shown. Added was a free-recall
test of the stimulus terms. It took place after the Ж Р К test. The
subject was asked to recall the stimuli in any order he wished.
4.1.3

Resulta

First-list
learning - Mean numbers of trials to criterion showed a large
difference between adjacent and nonadjacent nunber stimili: 8.7 and 16.2
respectively, F (1,56) • 20.35, ρ < .01. Same and Different groups were
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of comparable learning ability, and responses of either category were
about equally difficult to learn. The only significant interaction was:
stimjlus χ type of response class, which produced F (1,56) - 5.13,
ρ < .05; with nonadjacent numbers, boys' names were easier to leam than
solid materials while with adjacent numbers the reverse was the case.
Serial

position

effects

- The number of errors a subject made during

first-list learning with a certain stimulus was converted to a percentage
of the total number of errors made by that subject. This was done for
each stimulus and each subject. The error scores obtained were averaged
for the two stimili from both ends of the two stimulus dimensions,
labelled "Extreme" (e.g. two and nine), and for the remaining stimuli,
labelled "Middle". These averages are presented in Table 3. The last
column shows the difference between the two means, as an index of the
serial position effect. The main effect of serial position is highly
significant, F (1,60) = 28.76, ρ < .01. This serial position effect is
significantly smaller for nonadjacent than for adjacent number stimuli,
as is indicated by the significant interaction between type of stimulus χ
position, F (1,60) * 6.41, ρ < .05. However the serial position effect

Type of п ш Ь е г stimulus
Adjacent
Nonadjacent

Extreme

Middle

Extreme-middle

8.75

13.70

4,95

11.23

13.00

1.77

TABLE 3. Mean number of correct responses made during firstlist learning as a function as type of stimulus and
position of the stimulus on the stimulus dimension.
obtained with nonadjacent numbers was still significant, F (1,60) =
8.04, ρ < .01.
Second-list

learning

- Again, type of stimulus was highly significant

F (1,56) = 22.22, ρ < .01, pairs with adjacent number stimuli being much
easier to l e a m than pairs with nonadjacent number stimuli (138.0 v. 121.3).
The two other main effects were not significant, as were the interactions
of type of stimjlus with the Same-Different factor and with type of
response class, respectively. The interactions of the Same-Different
factor with type of response class and with type of stimulus χ type o£
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F (1,56) = 4.64, ρ < .05 respectively. While with adjacent number stimali
all groups were nearly alike, with nonadjacent number stimuli, the Same
groups did better than the Different groups in the case of boys' names as
responses, but with vegetable responses the reverse was the case.
Recall - We will restrict ourselves again to stringent scores; lenient
scores will be reported only when they clearly deviate from stringent
ones. Mean recall scores for the different conditions are shown in Table 4.
From inspection of this table it becomes clear that both types of number
stimuli produce substantial Same-Different effects but that the effect is
considerably bigger in the case of adjacent number stimuli, as was
predicted. Analysis of variance showed the Same-Different effect to be
Type of number stimulus

Same

Adjacent

2.25

5.50

41

Nonadjacent

3.56

5.56

25

Different

Difference in Ì

TABLE 4. Mean recall scores (stringent) as a function of
type of stimulus and response-class similarity.
highly significant, F (1,56) = 33.55, ρ < .01. Type of stimulus was not
significant nor was type of response class. The critical interaction
type of stimulus χ Same-Different was not significant, F (1,56) • 1.90,
ρ > .05; for lenient scores the interaction gave F (1,56) = 2.60,
ρ > .05. Although the obtained difference was not significant, orthogonal
ccmparisons indicated that,while for both types of stimuli the Different
groups performed equally well, the Same group recalled significantly less
items in the case of adjacent number stimuli as compared to nonadjacent
number stimuli. Also the remaining interactions failed to show significance.
Stimulus recall
- Subjects were classified as having a contiguous or non
contiguous stimulus recall. A stimulus recall was defined as noncontiguous
when at least one stimulus was recalled on a position which did not
correspond with its rank number. With adjacent mmbers there were only 2
noncontiguous stimulus recalls, against 18 with nonadjacent numbers. This
difference is highly significant, a = 5.37, ρ < .01. That this variable ^s
really related to serial encoding of the stimulus terms is indicated by the
fact that out of the group that received nonadjacent number st.mu..-., the '•>
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insignificant serial position effect, t » .71, ρ > .05, while for the 14
other subjects the effect was full-sized and significant, t = 2,21,
ρ < .OS. The difference between Extreme and Middle in the two cases was
.61 and 3.27 respectively.
Also compared were the levels of response recall for these two groups
with a noncontiguous and a contiguous stimulus recall respectively. In
view of the fact that response recall results showed a difference between
the two types of stimuli only for the Same groups, a difference between
the two groups with different patterns of stimulus recall also could be
expected only for this Same condition. The levels of response recall
however were nearly alike, not only for the Different condition but also
for the Same condition. But of course, the number of subjects for this
comparison is rather small, being 9 to 7 for the Same condition.
4.1.4

Dieauaaion
Serial position data clearly show that the manipulation of amount of

serial recoding by varying the type of number stimuli has been successful,
The reduction in the size of the serial position effect with nonadjacent
numbers as compared to adjacent numbers went with a clear reduction in the
size of the Same-Different effect (about 16Ì), as had been predicted. The
shift in recoding was also reflected in the pattern of stimulus recall: the
more serial recoding, the more contiguous the stimulus recall, as is clear
fron a comparison not only between the two types of stimuli, but also
within the nonadjacent number stimuli between contiguously and noncontiguously recalling subjects.
Unfortunately, the reduction in the size of the Same-Different effect
was not significant. The amount of reduction however was limited by the
still significant serial position effect found with nonadjacent number
stimuli. Perhaps, if serial recoding would have been eliminated completely,
the reduction might have been significant. At any rate, we can conclude that
the results are in accordance with the ordinality hypothesis, although they
do not provide very strong support for it.
Another point concerns the differences in rate of learning. As in the
earlier experiments, slow learning went with a relatively small SameDifferent effect. As before, these differences in learning parameters can
be interpreted as due to the fact that with nonadjacent nunbers the greater
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amount of horizontal encoding, in the absence of raediational devices,
leads to slower learning. It is also possible however, to explain the
learning rate phenomena by referring to the greater mtralist stimulus
similarity in the case of nonadjacent numbers.
4.2

EXPERIMENT VII: COLOR STIMULI

4.2.1

Introduction
In section 3.4 it was assumed that the sizeable Same-Different

effect, obtained by Friedman & Reynolds (1967) with the use of color
stimuli could be explained by the ordinality hypothesis. As most of the
colors used were spectral colors, serial receding could be possible on
the basis of the spectral order. The present experiment is carried out
to test this assumption. First, the effect found by Friedman & Reynolds
(1967) has to be replicated. Second, if a Same-Different effect is found
again, a serial position effect has to be demonstrated too. The problem
is that Friedman & Reynolds used three non-spectral colors: purple, brown
and black. What positions must be attributed to these stimuli on the
stimulus dimension? It seems reasonable to assume that purple takes the
place of violet. We can only rely on intuition however, as to what
positions brown and black must occupy. Perhaps they can best be placed
just at the end of the series, if we can assume that the subject wants to
keep the spectral order as an integrated whole and to have red as a
starting point. But this of course is speculation; we need some other way
of establishing serial encoding. As in the previous experiment, we have
used order of stimulus recall for this purpose. If the subject uses the
spectral order plus brown and black, this combined order must also be the
most frequent one in stimulus recall. Or if some other order is more
frequent, this order must show the serial position effect.
4.2.2
Design,

Method
procedure

and eubjecte

- A 2x2 factorial design was used as in

Experiments I - V, the two factors Being response class similarity and
type of response class. Only one type of stiimlus was used (colors). The
procedure was the same as in the preceeding experiment (Experiment V I ) ,
with two exceptions. Presentation was on an ordinary ("Old Reliable")
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Lafavette memory drum. There were six different random orders, three for
study and three for test trials. The starting position of the list was
varied systematically, i.e. the first subject began with the first order
of the pairs, the second subject with the second order, etc. The 32
subjects were again students from the University of iNijmegen. No one was
eliminated, although one subject showed deficiencies in his color vision.
Materials

- The category Solid materials was considered as unsuitable in

view of the particular relation that words from this category have with
colors (e.g. brown-wood). Therefore it was decided to use two other
response-classes, Adjectives and Letters. From these categories, the same
responses were used as in Experiment I. Stimuli were the colors red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, purple, brown and black. They were presented by means
of small coloured strips, that were fixed on the drum tape. In combining
these stimuli with the responses, the usual provisions were taken. First
and second lists were again fully counterbalanced.

4.2.3

Resulte and Огвсиззгоп

Firet-liBt

Іеатгпд

- Mean number of trials to criterion showed a significant

difference between Same and Different groups: 11.9 versus 7.4, F (1,28) =
4.32, ρ < .05. Type of category and the interaction between the two factors
were insignificant.
Seaond-Het

learning

- In second-list learning, the difference m learning

ability which was evident in first-list learning scores, was small and
unreliable (131.8 versus 138.4). The other two effects also were in
significant.
Recall

- Both with stringent and lenient scoring full-sized and significant

Same-Different effects were found. For stringent scores the Same groups
reproduced 3.00 responses and the Different groups 5.44. The difference
between the two groups is 304. This difference may even be slightly under
estimated in view of the difference in first-list learning between the
two groups. Analysis of variance gave F (1,28) • 10.47, ρ < .01 for the
Same-Different factor and insignificant Fs for the other comparisons.

Semai position

effects

and вігтиіие recall

- The mean lumbers of errors

nade du.'ing first-list learning expressed as a percentage, are presented
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£οτ each color in Table 5. The colors are arranged, according to what was
expected on intuitive grounds to be the functional rank order for the
subject in following a receding strategy: the spectral colors plus brown
and black. If the means for the first and the last color, red and black,
are compared with the means for the other colors, this "serial position
effect" is significant: 8.67 versus 13.79, F (1,30) = 33.45, ρ < .01.
Inspection of Table 5 shows however, that red is not the easiest spectral
color: both yellow and green have lower error scores. Besides, the low
number of errors for the color black can also be explained by the relative
uniqueness of this color (due to the fact that it is the absence of color).

Color stimuli

First-list errors in per cent

Red

10.45

Orange

19.31

Yellow

7.26

Green

10.28

Blue

14.92

Purple

15.84

Brown

12.92

Black

6.81

TABLE 5.

First-list learning errors for the
different color-stimuli.

Therefore, stimulus recall data have to give additional support.
Only in a small number of cases, the order of stimulus recall
corresponds more or less to the hypothesized functional order (spectral
colors + brown and black); 4 out of 31 subjects showed this order with
no more than two departures (with one subject, no stimulus recall was
recorded, due to experimenter error). When only the spectral colors are
considered, this number goes up to 10: 6 with only one departure and 4
with two departures. In no case the exact hypothetical order is observed.
The items, which are most frequently observed in the first and last
position are not red and black, but black and brown. There is no particular
pair of colors which occurs as first and last item or vice versa clearly
more often than other pairs. Analysis of color-color combinations shows
that the subjects do use the spectral at least to some degree. Colors are
most often preceded or followed by colors which are also neighbouring them
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in the spectrum. Only green is accompanied more often by black than by
yellow or blue. It should be noted however that other combinations also
occur, with frequencies which are often a fraction smaller than m

the

case of the spectral pairs. Besides, brown and black are accompanied nost
often not by black and purple but orange and green/blue respectively.
The hypothesized functional order, for which a serial position effect
was found, thus did not reveal itself in the order of stimulus recall. The
(admittedly small) possibility remains that the subjects each have their
own functional order. Therefore, for each subject the mean error score for
the first and last recalled color stimilus was compared with the mean score
for the remaining stimuli. The mean error score for the extreme pairs so
defined,turned out to be higher than the mean for the remaining pairs, which
is contrary to what should be expected.
We have to conclude that order-of-stunulus recall data do not support
the hypothesis that subjects recode the stimili on the basis of the rank
number of the colors in the spectrum. Although subjects appear to have some
notion of the spectral order, their knowledge in this respect does not seem
to be sufficient for a recoding strategy to be followed. Therefore, the
marked Same-Different effect that was found perhaps cannot be explained by
the ordmality hypothesis. If this is true and if one still wants to
maintain the two-step theory (as we do), there must be some other property
of colors which is responsible for the subject choosing a two-step retrieval
plan.
The only alternative we are aware of at this moment is a médium amount
of constraint. The next chapter is devoted to this constraint hypothesis.
Its applicability to the results of color stimili of course has to be
demonstrated in an independent way, but introspections on the part of the
subjects are already suggestive. Much to our surprise, there is extensive
reporting of natural language mediators, like "black is beautiful and so are
flowers" (this leads to "flowered"); brcrwn-WW: warn. Up to 28 (out of 32)
subjects report one or more of such mediators, both for adjective and for
letter responses. This is unexpected if the colors were to be recoded into
position cues: with number stimuli, reporting of mediators is virtually
absent. If a substantial part of these mediators give a medium amount of
contraint (that is enough for recognizing the response from a set of
alternatives but not enough for directly retrieving it) a Same-Different
effect will occur. Inspection of the verbal reports gives the impression
that this is a plausible assumption. So there is a good chance that the
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constraint hypothesis can explain the sizeable Same-Different effect that
was obtained with color stimuli.
4.3

SUMMARY
In this chapter we have investigated the ordinality hypothesis. This

hypothesis states that, if the stimuli in an Α-B, Α-C paradigm are
encoded in terms of their position on the stimulus dimension, an
additional retrieval step of tracing the list of responses is necessary,
information about the classes to which the responses belong can be used
and consequently a Same-Different effect can occur. We have asked our
selves two specific questions: (а) Сэл we affect the size of the SameDifferent effect by varying degree of ordinal encoding of number stimuli?
(b) Can we explain the significant Same-Different effect that has been
obtained with color stimuli, by assuming that these color stimuli are
ordinally encoded? The answer to the first question is a guarded "yes";
the answer to the second question is a definite "no".
Let us start with the first point. To influence degree of ordinal
encoding, two kinds of number stimuli were used: the set of adjacent
numbers 2 to 9 and a set of nonadjacent two-place numbers. We assumed
that, with the latter type of numbers, recoding the stimuli in terms of
their position would be relatively difficult because the subject cannot
make available a representation of the whole series of stimuli so easy
as in the case of the numbers 2 to 9. As a measure o f the degree of ordinal
encoding we employed: size of the serial position effect, i.e. the
difference between the number of errors made (during the learning of
List 1) with pairs containing stimuli from extreme positions (e.g. 2 and
9), and the number of errors made with pairs containing "middle" stimuli
(e.g. 3 to 8).
There were two predictions. First, the size of the serial position
effect will be smaller with nonadjacent number stimuli than with adjacent
n-inber stimuli. This prediction was confirmed, that is: the effect WEIS
reduced but not eliminated. Second: the size of the Same-Different effect
will be smaller with nonadjacent numbers as stimuli, as compared to
adjacent numbers. This result also vías obtained although not with
statistical significance. Perhaps, a significant reduction would have
been produced, if the serial position effect had been eliminated
completely.
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number stimuli were mich more difficult to learn than pairs with adjacent
number stimuli. So here, as in the experiments reported in the previous
chapter, a relatively small Same-Different effect went with relatively
slow learning. A final result is related to order to stinulus recall.
A positive relation was observed between the amount of ordinal encoding
(as measured by the size of the serial position effect) and the degree
to which the subjects recalled the stinulus terras in their natural order.
This relation was revealed not only by comparison between subjects receiving
adjacent

and nonadjacent number stinuli respectively, but also bv

comparison within the group of subjects receiving nonadjacent number
stimuli.
Our second question concerns the applicability of the ordinality
hypothesis to the marked Same-Different effect that has been obtained
with color stimili by other investigators. The colors used m that
experiment were spectral colors for the most part; perhaps this spectral
order can be used by the subject for ordinal stimulus encoding. We therefor replicated the experiment with the same colors as stimuli and adjectives
or letters as responses. Two measures of ordinal stimulus encoding were
used: the serial position effect and order of stimulus recall. We obtained
a significant Same-Different effect. However, although serial position data
could be interpreted in terns of the ordinality hypothesis, order of
stinulus recall showed very little correspondence with the spectral order.
A second argument which led us to reject the hypothesis that color stimuli
are ordinally encoded was the abundance of subjects who reported verbal
mediation strategies. This is unexpected if the colors were to be receded
into position cues: with number stimuli reporting of mediators is
virtually absent. We concluded that the ordinality hypothesis cannot be
applied to the results with color stimili. We argued that the constraint
hypothesis might be a plausible alternative.
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5

T H E

5.1
5.1.1

C O N S T R A I N T

EXPERIMENT

H Y P O T H E S I S

Ш : NOUN STIMULI OF DIFFERENT IMAGERY VALUES

Introduction
Let us now turn to the extension of the two-step theory, described in

Chapter 3, which we have labelled the constraint hypothesis. It states
that a two-step retrieval plan (which makes a Same-Different effect
possible) is necessary when, for a certain pair, intrinsic relations
between the stinulus and the response are discovered and employed in
retrieval, which provide too little constraint for actually retrieving the
response, but enough for recognizing it from the actual list as belonging
to the stimjlus. These relations were characterized in 3.7 as having a
medium amount of constraint. High constraint relations give a direct
retrieval route to the response and lew constraint relations give no clue
whatsoever with respect to the response, not even for recognizing it. When
the relations between the stimulus and the response give a medium amount
of constraint, it is hypothesized that the subject looks for additional
restricting information and finds this information in the category cues.
Hereby, a Same-Different effect becomes possible.
In the two experiments to be described in this chapter, we have tried
to manipulate the amount of constraint by using noun stimuli of different
Imagery values. Imagery value is known to be one of the most potent stimulus
variables in verbal learning and especially in paired-associate learning
(Paivio, 1971). The Imagery-value (I) of a word is determined Ъу asking a
group of subjects to indicate on an η-point scale how easy perceptual
images are aroused by the word in question; high scores on this scale are
obtained by words as oar, child
reality,

occasion

etc., while low scores are obtained by

etc.. In paired associates learning, pairs with high-I

stimuli are learned faster than pairs with low-1 stimuli. This phenomenon
generally is explained by assuming that the subject generates an image on
the basis of the stimjlus and in some way integrates the response within
this image. When he has to recall the response he generates the image again
and "reads off" the response. When we call the image in which both stimulus
and response are integrated a relation, it is clear that such a relation
mist be classified as giving a high amount of constraint. On the other
hand, with low-I stimili, relations will give less constraint. It is
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assumed however that even with low-I stimuli, some connecting information
can be found. This information will be mainly in the form of verbal
mediators (like trick-sociologist: "sociologists have to use tricks in
their research") or letter similarities (trick-sociologist). Often this
information will be sufficient for recognizing the response as belonging to
the stimulus. So the relations involved can be classified as giving a
medium amount of constraint. They will tempt the subject to use the
category cues. Really low-constraint relations are presumably produced with
letter stimuli, where letter similarities between stimulus and response are
excluded, and where verbal mediation seems barely possible.
The prediction is that low-I stimuli produce a significant SameDifferent effect, while high-I stimuli produce none, or at least a smaller
one than low-I stimuli. This difference is predicted, despite an expected
faster learning in the case of high-I stimuli. In most experiments reported
so far, a relatively small Same-Different effect went with slow learning
(cf. the results obtained with letters and nonadjacent numbers as stimuli).
In the Two-step theory however, rate of learning is not directly related to
the size of the Same-Different effect. Category information is supposed to
be leglected if a direct path from the stimulus to the response is
available but the construction of such a path can be either hard (e.g. with
letter stimuli) or easy (e.g. with high-constraint noun stimuli).

S.I.2

Method

Design,

Procedure

and Subjects

- Next to the two between-subjects variables

response-class similarity and type of response class, there was one withinsubject variable: type of stimulus (high-I or low-I). The procedure was the
same as in the previous experiment, except that no stimulus recall was asked.
32 students at the University of Nijmegen served as subjects, 8 in each
independent group. They were randomly assigned to these groups and paid for
their services. No one was eliminated.
Materiata

- Responses were the same boys' name and vegetable words that were

used in previous experiments. Stimuli were selected from Dutch Imagery-value
norms (Jansen, 1973), four representing the highest possible values and four
representing the lowest possible values. The number of syllables was 1 or 2,
mean nunòers being equal for both groups. There were t w stimulus-response
combinations for both List 1 and List 2. These combinations were chosen so
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that each response was combined once with a high-I stimulus arci once with a
low-I stimulus. Besides, the usual provisions were taken regarding these
combinations. First and second lists were again fully counterbalanced.
5.1.3

Results

First-list

and

learning

Discussion
- The mean number of trials to criterion was 8.2. None

of the effects were significant.
Number of correct responses made during first-list learning showed a clear
and highly significant effect of stimulus-I, F (1,28) = 11.05, ρ < .01, with
means being 22.1 and 18.2 for high are! low-I stimuli respectively. Type of
response class produced an insignificant effect. The interaction of this
factor with the Same-Different factor however was highly significant, F
(1,28) = 18.47, ρ < .01; solid material responses were much easier to learn
than boys' name responses in the Different condition but not in the Same
condition. All other comparisons gave insignificant F S .
Second-list

learning

- Mean number of correct responses in second-list

learning was 138.6. Pairs with high-I stimuli were again significantly
easier to learn than pairs with low-I stimuli, F (1,28) = 10.12, ρ < .01.
The Same groups did somewhat better than the Different groups but this
effect was not significant. All others comparisons produced
insignificant F S .

Recall

- Table 6 shows mean numbers of correct responses on the ftiFR test

for the Same and the Different groups, for high-I and low-I stimuli. The
figures given are obtained with stringent scoring; lenient scoring produces
comparable values. Mich to our surprise, the Same-Different effect has
nearly completely disappeared both for high and for low-I stimuli, although
there is a small difference between the two types of stimuli in the predicted
direction. Both the Same-Different factor and the interaction of this factor
with type of stinulus produce Fs < 1. Expectedly, type of stimulus itself
gives a highly significant effect, F (1,28) = 15.06, ρ < .01.
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Type of noun stimulus

Same

Different

Difference in 1

High-I

2.50

2.56

1.5

Low -I

1.81

2.06

6.2

TABLE 6.

Mean recall scores (stringent) as a function of type of
stimulus and response-class similarity.

All other interactions were significant.
Although we can explain the disappearance of the Same-Different
effect in the case of high-I nouns, we have no explanation for its
disappearance in the case of low-I nouns. Perhaps the ordinality
hypothesis is sufficient, and noun stimuli typically do not give a SameDifferent effect. Before such a conclusion can be reached however, the
study must be repeated. If again no Same-Different effect is found for
either type of stimulus, the ordinality hypothesis can explain the results
of the present experiment and we have no need of a constraint hypothesis.
If, on the other hand a significant Same-Different effect is found, as in
Experiment V, it must be smaller in the case of high-I nouns than m the
case of low-I nouns; otherwise, the constraint hypothesis must be rejected.
5.2

EXPERIMENT IX: A REPLICATION.

5.2.1

Method

Design,

procedure

and eubjeota

- The design comprised two variables:

response-class similarity (between subjects) and type of stimulus (within
subjects). Type of response-class was not varied as before, since all the
responses of List 1 were taken from one single category. The procedure was
the same as in the previous experiment. Subjects were again 22 students from
the University of Nijmegen.
Materiale

- List length was ten pairs. The ten new stimuli were selected

from Jansen (1973), five with high and five with low Imagery values. There
were again two combinations of this set of stimili with the responses, each
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Tesponse being combined once with a high and once with a low-I stimulus.
The responses were IXitch nouns, belonging either to the category
or to the category vegetables.

profeaeionB

From Dutch category norms (Bout, 1971) twenty

profession and twenty vegetable words were selected, matched in frequency.
Word length varied from two to four syllables; the mean nunier of syllables
was about equal for the two categories. The four lists, two with vegetable
and two with profession words were counterbalanced, but four List 1 only
the vegetable lists were used.
Resulte

5.2.2
First-list

learning

- Mean number of trials to criterion was 11.4 and 12.7

for the Same and the Different group respectively, F being insignificant.
Also in nimber of correct responses, no significant difference between Same
and Different groups was observed. Type of stimilus however produced a
highly significant main effect, F (1,30) = 8.32, ρ < .01, reflecting a clear
advantage for pairs with high-I stimuli. The interaction type of stimulus χ
response class similarity was not significant.
Second-list

learning

- Mean numbers of correct responses showed a signifi

cant advantage for the Different group over the Same group, F (1,30) - 6.07,
ρ < .05, the two means being 174.8 and 154.8 respectively. Type of stimulus
again was highly significant, F (1.30) - 15.49, ρ < .01. The interaction
between type of stimulus and response class similarity was again
insignificant.

Recall

- Table 7 gives recall results obtained with stringent scoring; lenient

scoring produces comparable figures. The results are as predicted by the
constraint hypothesis: with low-I nouns as stimuli a sizeable Same-Different

Type of noun stimlus

Same

Different

Difference in %

High-I

3.06

2.88

- 4.5

Low -I

2.18

-3.12

26.0

TABLE 7. Mean recall scores (stringent) as a function of type
of stimulus and response-class similarity.
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effect is observed, while with high-I stimili, the Different group is even
a trifle worse than the Same group. The critical interaction is significant,
F (1,39) •= 4.42, ρ < .05. The main effect of response-class similarity is not
significant, F < 1. However, tests of simple main effects indicate that
the Same-Different effect is significant indeed in the case of Low-I
stimuli, F (1,30) = 6.90, ρ < .05.
5.2.3

DISCUSSION
The constraint hypothesis has been confirmed. High-I stimuli, which

presumably give high constraint, do not produce a Same-Different effect,
both in Experiment VIII and Experiment IX. According to the constraint
hypothesis this is because a direct retrieval route to the response is
available with these stimuli. Low-I stimuli, which presumably give medium
constraint, do produce a significant Same-Different effect, at least in
Experiment IX. Here the interpretation is that the subject seeks
additional restricting information in the response class cues. It must be
admitted that the disappearance of the effect in Experiment VIII, even with
low-I stintili is difficult to explain. Even in this experiment however, the
trend was in the right direction.
A second important outcome of the last experiment is that rate of
learning is not directly related to the Same-Different effect. Although in
our previous experiments a small effect went with a slow rate of learning,
here the small (in fact negative) effect obtained with high-I stimili went
with relatively fast learning. So, the two-step theory is correct in assuming
that differences in learning rate with different kinds of stimuli are only
a byproduct of the way the list is stored; it is this specific storage
structure that is responsible for the ups and downs of the Same-Different
effect.
A specific point relates to the difference in second-list learning
between Same and Different groups, which was obtained in the last experiment.
According to the traditional explanation of the Same-Different effect in
terms of the elicitation hypothesis, the advantage of the Different group is
caused by a reduction in the number of elicitations during second-list
learning. This reduction is assumedt to cause not only faster learning but
also less retroactive inhibition. Therefore, when the reduction in RI is
absent, as in the case of high-I stimuli, there also should be no

faster

learning for the Different group, as conpared to the Same group. It turns
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out, however, that the advantage in second-list learning rate for the
Different group is equal for both types of stimili. This rpsult clearly
contradicts the elicitation hypothesis.
5.3

Siamary

The subject of this Chapter has been the constraint hypothesis.
According to this hypothesis, during learning subjects will often try to
discover meaningful relations between the stimulus and the response, which
can aid them in later retrieval attempts. Dependent upon the nature of the
stimulus (and of the response for that matter), the relations discovered will,
in combination with the stimulus, give a certain amount of constraint.
Dependent upon the amount of constraint, an additional step of list tracing
will or will not be needed. In this tracing step, presumably, information
about the category to which the responses belong will be used. If this
information is used, a Same-Different effect can occur.
Our assumption is that an additional step of list tracing only is
necessary, if the relations discovered provide a mediun amount of constraint,
i.e.: they are not specific enough for direct retrieval, but still
sufficiently specific for recognizing the response from the actual list as
belonging to the stimulus. On the other hand, a one-step retrieval plan (go
directly from the stimulus to the response) will be followed in the case of
either high or low constraintful relations. In the former case, a direct
retrieval route is available after the relations have been reactivated. In
the latter case (e.g. with letter stimuli), such a direct connection is
brought about by making a phonetic unit of the stimulus and the response.
We have tested the constraint hypothesis by varying the Imagery value of
noun stimili. High-I nouns were supposed to provide a high amount of constraint,
while low-I nouns should give a medium amount of constraint. Our prediction
was that high-I noun stimuli would produce a smaller Same-Different effect
than low-I stimuli. In the first experiment testing this hypothesis,
unexpectedly, the Same-Different effect was small and insignificant for both
types of stimuli. In a replicational study, with new materials, however, the
prediction was completely confirmed: low-I stimuli gave rise to a large effect,
while with high-I stimuli, the effecTt even was negative. As a second important
result it came out that, as is comnonly found, learning pairs with high-I
cimili i was easier than learning pairs with low-I stimuli. So contrary to
what was found in our previous experiments, here a relatively small Same-
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Different effect went with fast learning. This is in accordance with our
assunption that learning rate is only a byproduct o£ the specific way the
list is stored and that it is not directly related to the Same-Different
effect.
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E P I L O G U E

In this study vie have reported different kinds of evidence, supporting
the Two-step theory. Nevertheless, in several respects the picture presented
is still incomplete. We begin with the ordinality hypothesis. Our experiment
with adjacent and nonadjacent numbers was not completely successful, since
the serial position effect was reduced but not eliminated: ordinal encoding
of the nonadjacent numbers still did occur; probably for this reason, the
reduction of the Same-Different effect, though substantial, did not reach
significance. Perhaps, degree of ordinal stimulus encoding could be manipulated within another type of stimili. A second possibility is to compare
fixed versus random presentation of pairs with letter stimuli. When the
pairs are presented in a fixed position, presumably the functional stimulus
will become the position of the pair and an additional step of list tracing
will be necessary.
In all these experiments on the ordinality hypothesis however, both
proposed and carried out already, the number of itans recalled is" the
dependent variable. The question arises if the retrieval processes described
could not be danonstrated in some other measure, iiriependent of retroaction
itself. One of the few alternatives is response clustering. As the reader
will remember, we have discussed the topic of clustering in 2.2.4. When the
subject is given a free recall test instead of a NWFR test, it is possible
to determine whether a certain response is predominantly followed by a
response belonging to the same stimulus or by a response belonging to the
same list, i.e.: if the responses cluster by stimulus or by list. From
several experiments (cf. 2.2.4) it appeared that stimulus clustering is the
rule; list clustering was never observed. This fact is used as an argument
against the response set theory (Martin, 1971). We have argued however that
this criticism is unjustified: both recall by list and recall by stimulus
are possible and the response set theory implicates nothing regarding the
relative preference for either recall strategy. On the other hand, the Twostep theory is not neutral in this respect. We can demonstrate this by
referring to Figure 3 (p. 57). Suppose the subject has learned two lists of
paired associates. In the final recall test he has started with List 1 and
with the first stimulus (e.g. the "number 3 or the letter g'). Now, the
question is: will he remain with this stimulus and try to give the corresponding second-list response, or will he remain with this list and try to
reproduce another first-list response? When the stimuli are (adjacent) num-

-Sobers, changing lists involves a new search for the response list (second
block from above, on the left side), while changing stimuli involves a new
position identification of the stimulus (first block on left side). It
seems reasonable to assume that a new list search is much more difficult
than a new position identification (i.e. to establish, for instance, that
3

is the second item in the range 2-9). For this reason, the subject hill

prefer to stay with a list once chosen. That means that his responses uill
cluster by list. On the other hand, when the stimuli are (for instance)
letters, in most cases, the block "search for response list" will be bypassed, because the subject has found the response already. Thus, m this
model, there is no particular reason why he should stay with a list once
chosen. We therefore predict more list clustering with number stimuli than
with letter stimuli.
In an experiment to be reported elsewhere (Kolk, 1974b) we have
obtained this result. However, unexpectedly, different response classes
j

present a different picture. With one response class (the category
vegetables)
the results are as predicted, but with the other class (the
category profesawna)

both responses paired with number stimuli and respon-

ses paired with letter stimuli cluster by list to an equal degree. At the
same time we found - much to our surprise - a significant serial position
effect with letter

stimuli in the case of profession responses, while in

the case of vegetable responses no such effect was observed with this type
of stimulus. So perhaps, for some reason, the letter stimuli have been
ordinally encoded when the profession category was used; if this is true,
it is perfectly understandable ' hv the responses cluster by list. Further
experiments will show whether this

eresting pattern of results can be

replicated.
Let us now turn to the constraint hypothesis. We have manipulated
amount of constraint by varying the Imagery-value of noun stimuli. But
other variables which presumably influence the amount of constraint, should
also produce the predicted effects. An important example is associative
divergence, i.e. the number of different response words, given by a group
of subjects to a particular probe word in a free association test. A
second point relates to the question: do all nonordinal stimuli fall under
the domain of the constraint hypothesis' In particular we think of colors,
which produced a significant Same-Different effect in Experiment VII. And
what about nonsense syllables, for which a significant effect has been
reported too' Perhaps, it can be demonstrated that both types of stimuli
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it should be realized that there may be other stimulus characteristics,
next to ordinality and constraint, that influence the degree to which
category information is used.
Up to this point, we have discussed the Two-step theory as such.
What are the implications for theories of Interference? We have selected
the effect of response class similarity as a subject of study because of
its relevance to the elicitation hypothesis (cf. 2.2.6). The elicitation
explanation of the Same-Different effect contains two elements: (a) a change
in response class leads to a new basis of response selection during secondlist learning and hence to a reduction in the number of elicitations; (b)
this reduction on its turn leads to a reduction in the amount of retroaction. Most experimental criticism has been directed to the second
assumption (cf. 2.2.3). Our results have clear implications for the first
assumption. The notion of response selection involved clearly is too naive.
It is assumed that there is an automatic activation of all appropriate
responses by the category cue. This activation however looks far from
automatic. We can therefore better speak of search or retrieval. Whether
the category name will be used as a retrieval cue seems to depend on the
way the stimulus-response connection is encoded. Parenthetically, it probably also depends on the nature of the response category. When the response
classes are defined by a common initial letter, the Same-Different effect
is found to be zero, not only with letter stimuli (Kolk, 1973) but also with
number stimuli (Kolk, 1974a); apparently, the first letter of a word is of
little value as a retrieval cue in this situation.
We conclude that the traditional explanation of the Same-Different
effect is not right. Category information probably is used, only if there
is no direct retrieval path from the stimulus to the response. If it is
used, retroaction is affected, but it is unlikely that this is caused by a
change in the number of elicitations. What then could be the explanation of
the Same-Different effect? Perhaps it is possible to conceive of this effect
merely as a retrieval phenomenon. This phenomenon would be caused by the
fact that, in the case of two different response classes, the subject excludes the second-list responses from the set of alternatives, when trying to
retrieve a response from List 1. "
So, we are inclined to consider the Same-Different effect as being a nonspecific phenomenon. Although also this interpretation is not without problems
(cf. 2.2.3), it is certainly more in the vein of our general approach, as
anbodied in the Two-step theory.
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GENERAL SUMMARY
In the present study, a series of experiments on retroactive inhibition
is reported. Retroactive inhibition (RI) refers to the (long-term)
forgetting of some set of materials, caused by the fact that the original
learning task is followed by another task, in which similar materials must
be retained. Chapter 2 begins with a short introduction into the general
theories of forgetting. The most important one is the

Interference theory.

This general theory explains forgetting by assuming that different items
that must be retained sinultaneously, mutually affect each other, so that
the retention of each item deteriorates. The specific Interference theories
about RI are presented and discussed extensively in the remainder of
Chapter 2.
From this theoretical discussion we conclude that a weak spot in most
of the theories is the so-called elicitation hypothesis. This hypothesis
states that a direct relation exists between RI and the occurrence of
intrusions during the second learning task. If, for instance, two lists of
words must be learned, then, the more often the subject responds (or tends
to respond) with a first-list word during second-list learning, the greater
the amount of retroactive forgetting. The exact consequences of these interlist errors (or "elicitations") are worked out differently in different
theories.
This hypothesis can be regarded as the most important one in
Interference theory in general, because it describes a possible mechanism
by which similarity relations can affect the amount of RI; the importance
attributed to similarity is a factor which distinguishes Interference
theory frem all other theories of forgetting. But, at the same time, this
very hypothesis has come under severe attack on the basis of several
experimental results. We therefore have decided to focus the elicitation
hypothesis for further study and especially to investigate the way it
deals with similarity effects.
The particular topic, selected for this study, concerns the effect of
similarity between the categories to which the words of the two lists
belong. In most studies on this subject (and on retroactive inhibition in
general for that matter), pairednassociate learning tasks have been
employed. Conmonly, it is found that, if the response words of the first
list are taken from one category (e.g. adjectives) and the responses of
the second list from another (e.g. letters), the amount of RI is much
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smaller than if the responses for both lists come from one and the same
category (e.g. adjectives or letters).
From our first series of five experiments, reported in Chapter 3, it
appears that this seemingly firmly established effect is dependent upon
the type of stimuli that are used. The main result is that with letter
stimuli, the effect of response-class similarity (also labelled: "SameDifferent effect") is small and insignificant, while with number and
noun stimuli the effect is significant and relatively large. Λ second
important observation is that learning a list of paired associates
containing letter stimuli takes about twice as long as learning a list
with number or noun stimuli.
We propose a Two-step theory about the Same-Different effect. Our
general point of view is that reproduction of a response word entails a
search activity; during this search, information about the response word
is provided both by the stimulus and by the response class. The specific
theory contains the following assumptions. First: the Same-Different effect
will only occur when a two-step retrieval plan is followed (trace the
list, search for the adequate response). We assume that, if category
information is employed, this will mainly occur for the purpose of list
tracing. Thus, only if there is a step of list tracing, category
information can be used to an important degree. If, on the other hand,
the subject tries to retrieve the response directly, on the basis of
stimulus information alone, category information will be bypassed. Second:
if a direct retrieval path from the stimulus to the response is available,
a one-step retrieval plan will be preferred (search for the adequate
response). Third: whether such a direct path is available or not, depends
on characteristics of stimulus encoding.
With respect to the last assumption, two hypotheses are formulated.
The first hypothesis, which we call the ordinality

hypothesis,

states

that if stimuli are encoded as position cues (i.e.: "the second one"), a
direct way to the response is not possible and the subject must first trace
the list, presumably with the help of the category information. In this way,
we explain the sizeable Same-Different effect, obtained with number stimuli.
Thus, we suppose that when the set of stimuli consists of the numbers
2-9, and the subject is given a pair like "3 - John", he encodes this pair
as "the second one, is, John". If now the stimulus "3" is presented, the
subject tries to find the second response. He can find this response only
after the list of responses has been traced.
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For our second hypothesis we use the term constraint
hypothesie.
According to this hypothesis, a direct route is not possible with stimuli
that give a medium amount of constraint with respect to the response,
which is (by definition) not enough for selecting the response fron all
possible alternatives, but still sufficient for recognizing it as
belonging to the stimulus fron the actual list. In this situation, the
subject is forced to an additional step of list tracing (and hereby led to
use category information). On the other hand, stimuli giving either a
high or a low amount of constraint are supposed to provide (after a number
of learning trials of course) direct access to the response; now, category
information is not needed. With high-constraint stimuli, a direct retrieval
path is available if the subject has reactivated the (high-constraint)
relation(s) which were discovered between the stimulus and the response
term during learning. With low-constraint stimuli, such a direct connection
exists after a great number of learning trials, when the subject has formed
seme kind of phonetic unit, consisting of the stimulus and thei response.
This hypothesis explains the interference results obtained with letter
stimuli (low constraint, a small Same-Different effect) and noun stimuli
(at least in part medium constraint, a sizeable Same-Different effect).
Differences in learning rate can also be accounted for. With letter stimuli
the connections between stmilus and response are laid, without the subject
profiting from category information (slow learning) while with number and
noun stiimli he does so indeed (fast learning).
With respect to the ordinality hypothesis (Chapter 4 ) , we pose two
specific questions: (a) Can we affect the size of the Same-Different
effect by varying degree of ordinal encoding (i.e.: encoding as position
cues) of number stimuli? (b) Can we explain the significant Same-Different
effect that other investigators have obtained with color stimuli, by
assuming that these color stimuli are ordinally encoded? The answer to the
first question is a guarded "yes"; the answer to the second question is a
definite "no".
Let us start with the first point. To influence degree of ordinal
encoding, two kinds of number stimuli are used: the set of adjacent numbers
2 to 9 and a set of nonadjacent two-place numbers. We assume that, with the
latter type of numbers, encoding the stimili in terms of their position
will be relatively difficult because the subject cannot make available a
representation of the whole series of stimuli so easy as in the case of
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the nimibers 2 to 9. As a measure of the degree of ordinal encoding we
employ

size of the serial position effect, i.e. the difference between

the number of errors made (during the learning of List-1) M t h pairs
containing stimuli from extreme positions (e.g. 2 and 9), and the number
of errors made vvith pairs containing "middle" stimuli (e.g. 3 to 8).
There are two predictions. First, the size of the serial position
effect will be smaller with nonadjacent number stimuli than with adjacent
number stimuli. This prediction is confirmed, that is· the effect is
reduced but not eliminated. Second

the size of the Same-Different effect

will be smaller with nonadjacent numbers as stimuli, as compared to
adjacent numbers. This result also is obtained, although nDt with
statistical significance. Perhaps, a significant reduction would be
produced, if the serial position effect was eliminated completely.
A third important result is that pairs containing nonadjacent
number stimuli are much more difficult to learn than pairs with adjacent
number stimuli. So here, as in the experuients reported in Chapter 3, a
relatively small Same-Different effect goes with relatively slow learning.
A final result is related to order of stimulus recall. A positive relation
is observed between the amount of ordinal encoding (as measured by the size
of the serial position effect) and the degree to which the subjects recall
the stimulus terms in their natural order. This relation reveals itself,
not only by comparison between subjects receiving adjacent and nonadjacent number stimuli respectively, but also by comparison within the
group of subjects receiving nonadjacent number stimuli.
Our second question concerns the applicability of the ordinality
hypothesis to the marked Same-Different effect that has been obtained with
color stimuli by other investigators. The colors used in that experiment
were spectral colors for the most part, perhaps this spectral order can be
used by the subject for ordinal stimulus encoding. We therefore replicate
the experiment with the same colors as stimuli and adjectives or letters
as responses. Two measures of ordinal stimulus encoding are used' the serial
position effect and order of stimulus recall. We obtain a significant bameDifferent effect. However, although serial position data can be interpreted
m terms of the ordinality hypothesis, order of stimulus recall shows very
little correspondence with the spectral order. A second argument which
leads us to reject the hypothesis that color stimuli are ordinally encoded,
is given by the abundance of subjects who report verbal mediation strategies.
This is unexpected if the colors were to be receded into position cues· with
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the ordinality hypothesis cannot be applied to the results with color
stimuli. We argue that the constraint hypothesis may be a plausible
alternative.
The constraint hypothesis is investigated in Chapter 5. We put this
hypothesis to test by varying the Imagery value (I) of noun stimuli.
High-I nouns are supposed to provide a high amount of constraint, while
low-I nouns should give a medium amount of constraint. Our prediction is
that high-I noun stimuli will produce a smaller Same-Different effect than
low-I stimuli. In the first experiment testing this hypothesis, unexpectedly, the Same-Different effect is small and insignificant for both
types of stimuli. In a replicational study, with new materials, however, the
prediction is completely confirmed: low-I stimuli give rise to a large
effect, while with high-I stimuli, the effect even is negative. As a second
important result it comes out that, as is commonly found, learning pairs
with high-I stimuli is easier than learning pairs with low-I stimuli. So,
contrary to what is found in our previous experiments, here a relatively
small Same-Different effect goes with fast learning. This is in accordance
with our assumption that learning rate is only a byproduct of the specific
way the list is stored and that it is not directly related to the SameDifferent effect.
We conclude the study with an Epilogue in which possibilities for
future research are discussed and seme promising results of recent
experiments are reported.
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S A M E N V A T T I N G
Deze dissertatie heeft betrekking op een experimentele vorm van vergeten die bekend staat onder de naam: "Retroaktieve Inhibitie" (RI). Wanneer we een proefpersoon (b.v.) twee lijsten woorden laten leren en wi»
vragen hem na afloop hiervan de eerste lijst te reproduceren, dan lukt hem
dat moeilijk. In het algeneen is hij van de eerste lijst veel meer "vergeten" dan een proefpersoon die, in plaats van een tweede lijst te leren,
(b.v.) een aantal sommen maakt; er is Retroaktieve Inhibitie opgetreden.
We geven in Hoofdstuk 2 eerst een korte inleiding in de belangrijkste
theorieën die er op het gebied van het vergeten (uit het langeduur geheugen) bestaan. Als belangrijkste theorie komt hier de Interferentie theorie
naar voren. Deze algemene theorie verklaart het vergeten door aan te nemen
dat twee stukken leerstof die tegelijk onthouden moeten worden, elkaar op
een of andere manier aantasten, zodat de retentie van elk stuk apart achteruit gaat. De specifieke Interferentie theorieën over Retroaktieve Inhibitie worden uitvoerig besproken in de rest van Hoofdstuk 2.
Aan het eind van deze bespreking concluderen we dat een zwakke plek
in de meeste theorieën over RI gevormd wordt door de zgn. "elicitatie hypothese". In deze hypothese wordt verondersteld dat er een direct verband bestaat tussen RI en het optreden van verwarringsfouten tijdens het leren van
de tweede lijst. Hoe vaker de proefpersoon tijdens het leren van die tweede lijst een woord uit de eerste lijst als antwoord geeft (of overweegt te
geven), hoe groter de mate van retroaktief vergeten (van de eerste lijst)
zal zijn. De precíese uitwerking van dit mechanisme verschilt per theorie.
Deze elicitatie hypothese kan beschouwd worden als de belangrijkste
hypothese uit de algemene Interferentietheorie. Hij beschrijft umers een
mogelijk mechanisme waardoor gelijkenisrelaties hun invloed op het vergeten
kunnen uitoefenen. Het belang dat aan de factor gelijkenis wordt toegekend,
onderscheidt de Interferentie theorie van alle andere vergeettheoneën. Maar
tegelijkertijd is de hypothese de laatste jaren ook hevig bekntizeerd, op
grond van een menigte van experimentele resultaten. Om deze redenen hebben
we besloten de elicitatie hypothese aan een nader onderzoek te onderwerpen,
met speciale aandacht voor de wijze waarop gelijkeniscffecten verantwoord
worden.
Het speciale onderwerp van deze studie betreft het effect van gelijkenis tussen de kategoneën waartoe de woorden van de twee lijsten behoren.
Het meeste onderzoek op dit gebied is uitgevoerd met gebruik van een speci-
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aal soort leerstof, n.l. gepaarde associaties (b.v. leer: 37 - vilt, reproduceer

37 - 7 ) . In het algemeen vindt men duidelijk minder RI wanneer

de response woorden (dat zijn de rechter woorden van de paren) van de
eerste lijst uit een kategone komen (b.v. vaste stoffen) en de responsen
van de tweede lijst uit een andere kategone (b.v. jongensnamen), dan
wanneer alle response-woorden uit een en dezelfde kategone komen (b.v.
vaste stoffen óf jongensnamen).
Uit onze eerste serie van vijf experimenten, beschreven in Hoofdstuk
5, blijkt dat dit schijnbaar stevig gefundeerde effect afhankelijk is van
het type stimulus (i.e.

het linkerdeel van het paar) dat gebruikt wordt.

Het belangrijkste resultaat is dat, wanneer de stimuli letters zijn, het
effect van response-klasse-gelijkenis klein en met-signifikant is, terwijl het daarentegen wel signifikant en vrij groot is, wanneer als stimuli
ofwel cijfers ofwel substantieven gebruikt worden. Een tweede belangrijke
observatie is dat het leren van paren die als stimulus letters bevatten,
ongeveer twee keer zo lang duurt als het leren van paren met als stimuligetallen en substantieven.
Ter verklaring van deze verschijnselen stellen we een theorie op over
het kategone-gelijkenis-effect. de twee-staps theorie. Ons algemene uitgangspunt is dat reproduktie van een response-woord een zoekactiviteit vereist
waarbij zowel het stimulus-woord als de response-klasse inforaatie over het
response-woord kan leveren. De specifieke theorie omvat de volgende veronderstellingen. Ten eerste, het gelijkeniseffect zal alleen optreden wanneer
een ophaalstrategie wordt gevolgd die bestaat uit twee stappen: spoor de
lijst van responsen op, zoek naar de passende response. We nemen aan dat,
als kategone-informatie wordt gebruikt, dit hoofdzakelijk zal geschieden
met als doel: het opsporen van de lijst. Dus, alleen indien er een stap is
m het ophaalplan waarin de proefpersoon zich bezig houdt met het opsporen
van de lijst, kan m belangrijke mate van kategone-informat ie geprofiteerd
worden. Anderzijds zal deze informatje ongebruikt blijven, wanneer de proefpersoon de response direkt probeert op te halen, d.w.z.. op basis van alleen
de stinulus-informatie.
De tweede veronderstelling luidt: als er een direkt ophaalpad van de
stinulus naar de response beschikbaar is, dan zal een een één-staps ophaalplan (vindt de passende response) -de voorkeur krijgen. Ten derde: of zulk
een direkt pad al dan niet beschikbaar is, hangt af van de specifieke wijze
waarop de stimulus gekodeerd is.
Met betrekking tot de laatste veronderstelling worden twee hypothesen
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geformuleerd. De eerste h>TXJthese, die we de ordinaliteitshypothese

zul-

len noemen, zegt dat, indien stimuli worden gekodeerd als positie aanwijzingen (i.e.: "de tweede"), een direkte weg naar de response niet

mogelijk

is en de proefpersoon eerst de lijst moet opsporen, naar aan te nemen is
met behulp van de kategorie-informatie. Op deze wijze verklaren we het
forse gelijkeniseffect dat optreedt bij cijfer stimuli. We veronderstellen
dus dat, wanneer de verzameling stimuli bestaat uit de getallen 2 t/m 9, en
de proefpersoon een paar krijgt aangeboden als "3 - Jan", hij dit paar opslaat als: "de tweede, is, Jan". Wanneer hij nu vervolgens te zien krijgt
als stimulus: "3", zal hij trachten de tweede response te vinden. Hij kan
hierin slechts slagen, na eerst de lijst met responsen opgezocht te hebben.
Onze tweede hypothese duiden we aan als: aonstraint
deze h^othese is een direkte route niet

hypothèse.

Volgens

mogelijk in geval van stimuli die

een gemiddelde hoeveelheid constraint geven met betrekking tot de response;
deze hoeveelheid is (bij definitie) niet genoeg voor het selekteren van de
response uit alle mogelijke alternatieven, maar niettemin voldoende voor
het herkennen van de response uit de eigenlijke lijst, als behorend bij de
stimulus. In deze situatie wordt de proefpersoon gedwongen een extra ophaalstap uit te voeren, d.w.z. de lijst op te sporen; hierdoor zal hij ook
tot het gebruik van kategorieinfoimatie gebracht worden. Anderzijds veronderstellen we dat stimuli die een grote óf een geringe mate van constraint
geven, -uiteraard na een aantal leertrials - direkt toegang tot-de response
geven; nu is kategorie-informât ie niet nodig. In geval van stimuli die veel
constraint geven is een direkt ophaalpad beschikbaar als de proefpersoon de
(constraint-rijke) relatie(s) gereaktiveerd heeft die tussen de stimulus en
de response ontdekt werden tijdens het leren. In geval van stimuli die weinig constraint geven, bestaat er een direkte verbinding na een groot aantal
leertrials, als de proefpersoon een soort fonetische eenheid heeft gevormd
die bestaat uit de stimilus en de response.
Deze hypothese verklaart de interferentie-resultaten die verkregen
zijn met letters als stimuli (weinig constraint, een klein gelijkeniseffect)
en substantieven als stimili (althans gedeeltelijk een gemiddelde mate van
constraint, een groot gelijkeniseffect). Verschillen in leersnelheid kunnen
we ook verantwoorden. In geval van letters als stimuli worden de verbindingen tussen de stimili en de responsen gelegd zonder dat de proefpersoon
voordeel trekt van de kategorie-informatie (langzaam leren), terwijl hij
dat bij cijfers en substantieven wel doet (snel leren).
Met betrekking tot de ordinaliteitshypothese (Hoofdstuk 4 ) , stellen we
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twee specifieke vragen: (a) kunnen we de grootte van het kategorie-gelijkenis-effect beïnvloeden door de mate van ordinaal köderen (i.e. köderen
als positieaanwijzingen) van getal stimuli te variëren? (b) kunnen we het
signifikante gelijkeniseffect verklaren dat andere onderzoekers geobserveerd hebben met gebruik van kleuren als stimuli, door aan te nemen dat
deze kleurstimuli ordinaal gekodeerd worden? Het antwoord op de eerste
vraag is een voorzichtig "ja"; het antwoord op de cwecde vraag is een duidelijk "nee".
Om met het eerste punt te beginnen: teneinde de mate van ordinaal köderen te beïnvloeden werden twee soorten getal stimuli gebruikt: de aangrenzende getallen 2 tot 9 en een aantal niet-aangrenzende twee-plaats getallen. We nemen aan dat, in geval van het tweede type getallen, köderen
van de stimuli als positieaanwijzingen nogal moeilijk zal zijn omdat de
proefpersoon niet zo gemakkelijk een representatie van de hele serie van
stimuli beschikbaar heeft als wanneer hij met aangrenzende getal-stimuli
te iraken heeft. Mate van ordinaal köderen wordt gemeten door de grootte
van het seriële positie effect te bepalen, i.e. het verschil tussen het
aantal fouten dat gemaakt is (gedurende het leren van de eerste lijst) met
paren die stimuli bevatten van de buitenste posities (dus b.v. 2 en 9), en
het aantal fouten ganaakt met paren die stimuli uit de midden-posities bevatten (dus b.v. 3 t/m 8).
Er zijn twee voorspellingen. Op de eerste plaats zal de grootte van
het seriële positie effect kleiner zijn bij niet-aangrenzende getal stimuli
dan bij aangrenzende getal stimuli. Deze voorspelling wordt bevestigd,
d.w.z. het effect wordt gereduceerd maar niet geëlimineerd. Op de tweede
plaats zal de omvang van het gelijkeniseffect geringer zijn bij niet-aangrenzende dan bij aangrenzende getal stimuli. Dit resultaat wordt ook verkregen, hoewel niet met statistische signifikantie. Wellicht zou een signifikante afname van het gelijkenis effect bewerkstelligd zijn als het seriële
positie effect helemaal was verdwenen.
Een derde belangrijk resultaat is dat paren die niet-aangrenzende getallen als stimuli bevatten moeilijker te leren zijn dan paren met aangrenzende
stimuli. We zien hier dus, net; als in de experimenten beschreven in Hoofdstuk 3, een betrekkelijk klein gelijkeniseffect samengaan met een vrij lage
leersnelheid. Een laatste resultaat houdt verband met de volgorde waarin de
stimuli gereproduceerd worden. We observeren een positieve relatie tussen
de mate van ordinaal köderen (als ganeten door de grootte van het seriële
positie effect) en de mate waarin de proefpersonen de stimulus termen in
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hun natuurlijke volgorde reproduceren. Deze relatie blijkt niet alleen bij
vergelijking tussen proefpersonen die respectievelijk aangrenzende en
niet-aangrenzende getal stimuli aangeboden krijgen, maar ook bij vergelijking binnen de groep proefpersonen die niet-aangrenzende getal stimuli
ontvangen.
Onze tweede vraag heeft betrekking op de toepasbaarheid van de ordinal iteitshypothese op het duidelijke gelijkeniseffect dat andere onderzoekers observeerden bij gebruik van kleuren als stimuli. De kleuren die
door dezen gebruikt werden waren voor het merendeel spectrale kleuren; misschien is het zo dat deze spectrale volgorde door de proefpersoon gebruikt
kan worden voor ordinale stiinuluskodering. We herhalen daarom het experiment met dezelfde kleuren als stimuli en adjektieven of letters als responsen. Twee maten voor ordinaal stimuluskoderen worden gebruikt: het seriële
positie effect en volgorde van stimulus reproductie. We verkrijgen een
significant gelijkeniseffect. Maar al kunnen de seriële-positie gegevens
geïnterpreteerd worden in termen van de ordinaliteitshypothese, de volgorde
der stiraulusreproductie vertoont erg weinig overeenkomst met de spectrale
volgorde. Een tweede argument dat ons ertoe brengt de hypothese te verwerpen dat kleurstimuli ordinaal gekodeerd worden, is gelegen in de overvloed van
van proefpersonen die verbale médiatiestrategieën rapporteren. Dit zou men
niet verwachten als de kleuren als positiekodes zouden worden opgeslagen:
in geval van getal-stimuli is er van rapporteren van mediatoren nauwelijks
enige sprake. We konkluderen dan ook dat de ordinaliteitshypothese niet
kan worden toegepast op de resultaten met kleurstimuli. We beargumenteren
dat de constrainthypothese een plausibel alternatief kan zijn.
De constrainthypothese wordt onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 5. We toetsen de
hypothese door middel van variatie in de Voorstelbaarheidswaarde (V) van
de substantief-stimuli. Onze voorspelling is dat hoge-V-stimuli een kleiner
gelijkeniseffect zullen bewerkstelligen dan lage-V-stimuli. In het eerste
experiment, gericht op het toetsen van deze hypothese, wordt onverwachts
een klein en niet-significant gelijkeniseffect gevonden, voor beide typen
van stimuli. In een replikatieonderzoek echter, met nieuwe materialen, wordt
de voorspelling volledig bevestigd: lage-V-stimuli geven aanleiding tot een
groot effect, terwijl bij hoge-V-stimuli het effect zelfs negatief is. Als
tweede belangrijk resultaat blijkt" dat, zoals gewoonlijk, het leren van paren met hoge-V-stütili makkelijker is dan het leren van paren met lage-Vstimuli. We zien hier dus dat, in tegenstelling tot onze eerdere resultaten,
hier een klein gelijkeniseffect samengaat met een geringe leersnelheid.
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Dit stemt overeen met onze veronderstelling dat leersnelheid slechts een
bijproduct is van de specifieke wijze waarop de lijst wordt opgeslagen en
dat hij geen direkt verband houdt met het gelijkeniseffect.
We besluiten deze studie met een Epiloog, waarin we de mogelijkheden
voor toekomstig onderzoek bespreken en alvast enige veelbelovende resultaten van recent onderzoek rapporteren.
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APPENDIX I - LISTS OF PAIRED ASSOCIATES USED IN EXPERIMENTS I - IX

RESPONSES
Experiment I and VII
Lettera
KK
FF
SS
CC
WW
LL
DD
PP

liters

Adjectives

Adjectivei

ZZ
BB

fameus

akuut

gebloemd

talloos

QQ

bejaard

vreedzaam

jj

matig

banaal

GG
RR
TT
HH

hoekig

huwbaar

jaloers

ontdaan

weerloos

eindig

lokaal

kompakt

Experiment II - V, VI and VIII
Boye' nomee

Boye' nomee

Solid

Rob

Josef

Gerrit

Dolf

Zand
Koraal
Hout
Glas
Lood
Plastic
Steenkool
Wol

Peter

Geert

Theo

Harry

Henk

Paul

Jaap

Fred

Klaas

Tom

Nelis

Koos

materiale

Solid
Papier
Leer
Tin
Vilt
Krijt
Zout
Marmer
Gumni

materiale
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Experiment IX
Vege tab les

Vegetables

Profgaaions

Professions

spruiten

asperges

dokter

socioloog

andijvie

wortelen

chauffeur

verkoper

doperwten

spinazie

bakker

time m a n

witlof

bieten

metselaar

leraar

komkomner

boerenkool

advocaat

melkboer

aubergine

taugeh

rechercheur

imker

capucijners

peulen

portier

taxateur

spitskool

rabarber

juwelier

sjouwer

veldsla

wittebonen .

theoloog

lokettist

artisjokken

schorseneren

kruier

dichter

В - STIMULI (respectively)

Exp. I

Exp. II-III

Exp. IV

Exp. V

mttrtbera

lettere

nimbera

nouns

2

d

2

ingang

3

s

7

massa

4

1

4

nevel

5

η

9

partij

6

ν

6

wereld

7

ε

5

hoogte

8

j
г

3

opzicht

8

richting

9

Experiment VI

Experiment VII

mimbere

colore

adjacent

nonadj acent

2

29

blue

black

7

57

yellow

4

51

orange

9

32

red

6

26

brown

5

53

3

46

8

37

green
purple

Experiment VIII

Experiment X
nouns

order A

order В

order A

order В

feit

gulden*

formilier*

list

radio*

feit

zuurstof

formulier'

boek*

oorzaak

wanhoop

hoofd*

oorzaak

radio*

hoofd*

advies

gulden*

begrip

piano*

toestand

indruk

boek*

bal*

wanhoop

begrip

auto*

list

bal*

auto*

indruk

trein*

zuurstof

advies

piano

toestand

trein*

m : theee noun stimuli
score

loa cm this

have a high Imagery-value i the remaining
scale.

ones
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1

APPENDIX II - Analyses of Variance ·

1

Experiment I
F (1,28)

Source
Learning
List-1

Recall

List-2

Stringent

Lenient

15.668***

14.433***

Same-Diff.

0.167

.087

Resp. class.

1.006

.072

0.000

.144

.167

.104

2.097

1.299

Α χВ

Experiment
Source

df 1

df.

Π
F-values

Learning
List-1

List-2

Recall
Stringent

Lenient

24.682***

24.697***

Exp.-Contr.^

2

42

.241

1.791

Resp. class.

1

42

.372

.000

.458

.000

Α χ В

2

42

.972

.172

.178

.104

Lxpcriment III
F (1,28)

Source

Recall

Learning
List-1

List-2

Stringent

Lenient

Same-Diff.

.481

.013

2.064

5.762*

Resp. class.

.145

.455

.229

.048

.286

.450

.429

Α χВ

1) Résulte of multiple

.545

compariaona and teste of simple main

are only given in the

text.

effects
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Experiment IV
Source

F (1,28)
Learning
List-I

Recall

List-2

Stringent

Lenient

22.966***

23.506***

Same-Diff.

.635

.351

Яезр. class.

.804

4.141*

2.352

.480

Α χ В

.089

.567

.037

.245

Experiment V
F (1,28)

Source

Recall

Learning
List-1

List-2

Stringent

Lenient

3.394

2.394

7.628**

7.632**

Resp. class.

.109

.873

.094

.045

Α χ В

.270

.192

.094

.045

Same-Diff.

-98Experiment VI
F (1,56)

Source
Learning

Stimulus
Same-Diff.
Resp.class.

Recall

List-I

List-2

20.348***

22.219***

.219

.000

String.

Lenient

2.302

3.074

33.554***

38.965***

1.766

.101

.476

1.107

A χ В

.255

1.707

1.902

2.602

A χ С

5.129

.576

.019

.398

Β χ С

.126

6.553*

.304

.595

A χ В χ С

.101

4.639*

.685

.241

F (1,60)

Source

List-1 learning (ser. pos. data)
7.885**

Stimulus

.050

Resp.class.

.086

Α χ В

26.701***

Ser.pos.
A χ С

6.406*

В χ С

.070

Α χ В χ С

.020

Experiment VII
Source

f (1,28)
Learning
List-1

Recall

List-2

String

Lenient
15.575***

Same-Diff.

4.319*

.917

10.469***

Resp.class.

.779

.630

.007

.076

A χ В

.234

.098

.172

.211

Source
Resp.class.
Ser.pos.
Α χ В

F (1,30)
1.467
33.454***
1.362
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Experiment Vili
F (1,28)

Source
Learning
List-I
t.t.c.^
Same-Diff.
Resp.class.
Α χВ

Recall
List-2

Stringent

Lenient

2

er. )

.223

.135

2.548

.221

1.779

1.704

2.225

.054

.715

.263

.482

1.219

1.124

.429

1.277

Stimulus

11.052**

10.115** 15.059***

3.245

A χ С

.123

.390

.854

Β χ С

.001

1.634

.307

.670

Α χВχ С

.211

.149

2.766

1.314

.241

Experiment IX
F (1,30)

Source
Learning
List-1
Same-Diff.
Stimulus
Α χВ

1) trials

.067

6.071*

8.323**

15.494***

Stringent
.839

2.843
1.278

4.418*

of one errorleee

trial

2) mean numbers of oorreot

responses

Lenient

1.364

.236

.000

to criterion

Recall

List-2

4.558
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V I T A E

Hermanus Henricus Johannes Kolk werd geboren op 22 maart 1944 te
Amsterdam. Hij studeerde psychologie aan de Gemeentelijke Universiteit
van Amsterdam van 1962 tot 1969. Na het kandidaatsexamen (1966) koos
hij de hoofdrichting funktieleer (prof. N. Frijda). Op deze afdeling
was hij tot zijn afstuderen werkzaam als kandidaats-assistent; hij
werkte o.m. mee aan de ontwikkeling van een simulatiemodel van het
semantisch geheugen. Ook zijn doktoraalonderzoek had betrekking op het
semantisch geheugen. Na zijn afstuderen trad hij in dienst van de
Katholieke Universiteit van Nijmegen, als wetenschappelijk medewerker
bij de afdeling funktieleer, alwaar hij thans nog werkzaam is.

S T E L L I N G E N

De veronderstelling dat retroaktieve interferentie teweeggebracht zou worden via
een mechanisme van negatieve feedback (de zgn. elicitatiehypothese) is onjuist.
2.
Het effekt van response-klasse gelijkenis op retroaktieve interferentie in een
paarsgewijze-associatie leertaak treedt alleen op wanneer de klasse-informatie
gebruikt wordt om de lijst van responsen op te sporen; deze informatie zal
meestal pas dan worden aangewend wanneer het niet mogelijk is op basis van
alléén de stimulus-informatie het responsewoord te vinden.
3.
Het feit dat het in de meeste omstandigheden aanzienlijk gemakkelijker is een
woord te herkennen dan het te reproduceren, kan het best verklaard worden door
een theorie die een synthese geeft tussen de traditionele drempeltheorie en de
twee-proces theorie van Kintsch (1970; cf. Kolk, 1971a).
Kintsch, W.

in Norman D.A. Models of human memory.

New York :

Academic Press, 1970.
4.
Wanneer gedurende de eerste trials van een paarsgewijze-associatie leertaak een
herkenningstest wordt gegeven blijkt dat de stimuluswoorden slechter herkend
worden dan de responsewoorden. Dit verschijnsel wijst op "cue-selektie" op basis
van betekeniskenmerken

(Kolk, 1973a).
5.

Het onvermogen van bepaalde woordeigenschappen, zoals gramnatikale klasse, om
herstel van proaktieve interferentie teweeg te brengen, wordt door Wickens (1970)
verklaard door aan te nemen

dat deze eigenschappen ongekodeerd blijven; parallelle

resultaten bij retroaktieve interferentie wijzen op een alternatieve verklaring in
termen van strukturele eigenschappen van het lange-duur geheugen (Kolk, 1973b,
1974a).
Wickens, D.D. : Psychological Review, 1970, 77, 1 - 15.

6.
Traditionele 'Verbaal-leren" paradigma's zijn in het algemeen te simpel van struktuur om model te kunnen staan voor normale leerprocessen maar zijn tegelijk juist
dankzij deze eenvoud bij uitnemendheid geschikt om het funktioneren van episodische
informatie (d.i. informatie van tijd en plaats) in het lange-duur geheugen te
onderzoeken.
7.
Een ajntal van de voorstellen, geformuleerd m de Bestuursnota Onderzoeksbeleid
Psychonomie (Nieuwsbrief van de Nederlandse Stichting voor Psychonomie, no 32,
19''4J,mct name die welke betrekking hebben op de verhouding nationaal/internationaal, lijken meer te zijn ingegeven door de wens om Nederland een opvallende
plaats te doen verwerven m

de wetenschappelijke wereld dan om ons land een be-

langrijke (zij het misschien m e t duidelijk herkenbare) bijdrage aan de vooruitgang van de wetenschap te laten leveren, in dit opzicht ademt de nota een nationalistische sfeer.

8.
Het konstrueren van computermodellen voor psychologische processen is van onmiskenbare waarde, maar bergt

één groot gevaar in zich . hoe mooier de modellen,

hoe groter de neiging zal zijn ze tegen psychologische experimentatie te beschermen.
9.
Er dient zo spoedig mogelijk een wettelijke regeling te komen die de tijdsperiode,
dat lopende-band werkers met dezelfde taak belast kunnen worden, aan een maximum
bindt.
10.
Niet alleen uit onderzoekshygienisch maar ook uit psychohygiemsch standpunt bezien zou het aanbeveling verdienen het falsificeren van een zelf ontworpen theorie
aan andere onderzoekers over te laten.

